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From our earliest days we have 

been cohabiting the planet with 

animals. They've been regarded as 

pets and pests, considered sacred, 

been sacrificed, and used for 

resources and labor. Animals have 

been integral to every aspect of 

our lives — we encounter them in 

the wild, public arenas, our homes, 

and of course, our art. They've 

been hunted, herded, sheltered, 

and loved. 

In this issue we explore our 

complex cohabitation with animals 

around the world and since 

prehistoric times. Archaeozoologist 

Dr. Annie Antonites reveals how 

faunal remains at archaeological 

sites provide unique insight into 

the relationship between ancient 

people and animals. In some 

cases, such as the extinct dodo, 

we have to turn to the remains to 

discover the truth — it was not the 

dumb bird some fairy tales would 

suggest! 

Artifacts also reveal much 

about a society's perspective on 

different animals. For example, 

a mechanical dog housed in the 

MET shines light on one of our 

species favorite companions. 

While the ancient Egyptians 

famously revered the slinky, clever 

cat, and worshiped feline-headed 

deities, did you know they were 

apparently “obsessed” with their 

dogs too? 

To discover more about the 

relationships between cultures 

and creatures, we trace the paths 

of elephants from battlefields to 

the big top, and ponder why some 

cultures have loved hedgehogs 

while others despised them. 

We turn to art and literature for 

4 

IN THE ANCIENT WORLD 

> 2 

ALICIA MCDERMOTT 
Chief Editor, Ancient Origins Magazine 

insight too. Be it the image of a 

spider in a Moche temple or the 

colorful tales of “monsters” in the 

pages of Medieval bestiaries, we 

can see how animals have been 

used as symbols reflecting human 

beliefs throughout time. Animal 

trials further reveal the bizarre 

way animals reflected perceptions 

of morality and the complex 

relationship between man and 

beast in the Middle Ages. 

This issue also examines the 

strange story of a Viking ship 

allegedly lost in a Californian 

desert, and the powerful, deadly 

kunoichi — female ninjas who 

sometimes sported poison-coated 

wolverine claws to assassinate 

their targets! 

There are not enough pages to 

discuss all the ways we have lived 

with, loved, and sometimes feared 

animals, but this issue reveals how 

our relationships and thoughts on 

animals not only reflect our view 

of nature, but also the nature of 

humanity itself. 

EXPERTS IN THIS ISSUE... 

DR. ANNIE ANTONITES 

Dr. Annie R. Antonites has participated in 
archaeological excavations in the Bolivian 
Altiplano, Mongolian Gobi Desert, and 

all over South Africa. She is one of a 
few archaeozoologists working on the 
African continent and has done research 
on faunal collections from Botswana, 

Egypt, Ghana, Madagascar, South Africa, 

and Zambia. She is currently employed 
as a senior researcher at The Heritage 
Foundation in Pretoria, South Africa. 

% SE ‘ails. 

Ms. JAYSHREE 
MUNGUR-MEDHI 
Ms. Jayshree Mungur-Medhi is an 
archaeologist and heritage expert 
in Mauritius. She has contributed to 
various projects in several countries, 
including those of global interest as 
UNESCO nomination dossiers for World 
Heritage Properties, namely Aapravasi 
Ghat and Le Morne Cultural Landscape 
in Mauritius and Rani ki Vav in India, 

and Intangible Cultural Heritage. 
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Pre-Viking Gold — 
Discovered in 

Denma ‘a4 

A hoard of ancient gold, dating back 1,500 years, was recently discovered at a site called “Vindelev,” not far 

from Jelling in central Jutland, Denmark by a metal detectorist. Jelling was an important royal monument 

site during the 10th century reigns of Gorm the Old and his son Harald Bluetooth, however, this hoard 

pre-dates the Vikings by 500 years. The Vindelev treasure consists of saucer-sized, beautifully decorated 

medallions, Roman coins, as well as a heavy gold coin dated to the reign of Roman Emperor Constantine the 

Great, between 285-337 AD. The hoard was found hidden in an Iron Age longhouse belonging to a wealthy 

man. It will be exhibited at the Vejle Museum. 

6 The golden treasure hoard. Photos: Vejle Museum 



Vermeer’s 17th-century masterpiece ‘Girl 

Reading a Letter at an Open Window’ has 

finally been restored to reveal a hidden 

Cupid, which was originally discovered in 

1979, when the composition was analyzed 

with X-rays at the Gemaldegalerie Alte 

Meister in Dresden, Germany. The painting 

was altered long after Vermeer’s death. The 

GiUy o)(o Micmer-] a mdi alcar- mm ole) war-]alemcia-lalellatomela 

top of two discarded masks, representing 

id al=m Of-hs1 mel =) all] me) mm aV\(OM el-10) °) (=m alvce)AVclemla 

eae) aar-laincom acii-inle)acciall om (ualomielelarcmie)aar-la 

reading the letter and the person who wrote 

Lo Pam Mal=me)ol-lam\Ularece)wallameat=m ey-llalalalomice- 

symbolic expression of the young woman's 

desire to escape the limits of her domestic 

Tigcsiad (car: lavemaalom ole)! me) minal limc)ianl|al-mele 

dale ol=toMicmul ale(=)acinelelem-kom-M\2 001010) me) 

extramarital relations - a type of forbidden 

fruit. The Gemaldegalerie Alte Meister has 

ol =~) 4210 m= ) OL =1eF-] =>. dalle) in le) amuoma-ralalagelele[a~ 

hes we / a “new” Vermeer to the art-loving public. 

"Sota =e | The fully restored ‘Girl Reading a Letter at an 
Girl Reading a Letter at an Open Window: after} | | Open Window ' will be on display alongside 
its restoration. Gemdldegalerie Alte Meister, | Pris ; : — 

we) GD id ale) com Ae) bcoz-b alee @ucsteal~ ae 1 nine other Vermeer paintings. 

Four-Legged Whale as Fe _ 
Named After Death —_ 
God Anubis ai - Le ° be 

, apetial age fossa ~ 

Egyptian paleontologists have : spo 

identified a new four-legged whale 

species that walked on land more 

than 43 million years ago, and they 

named it Phiomicetus anubis, in 

honor of the ancient Egyptian god 

of the dead, Anubis. The Egyptian 

paleontologists were inspired by 

the shape of its head, which bore 

nuchal crest 

mandibular condyle I, alveolus 

ohi ar A.S. et al. / Biological Sciences 

335 end of mandibular symphysis _ mental foramina escalate. 

a striking resemblance to the skull ie coe sb 
of the jackal-headed god Anubis, ——— A ra OVE Ss 
whose frightening appearance ne — AP onsen ha “& * 

symbolized impending death. ee _ | \ 
Phiomicetus anubis represents a 2 = —— 
whole new species, with relatively The holotype of Phiomicetus Anubis. 

primitive characteristics that identify it as the oldest semi-aquatic whale species ever found in Africa. The 

fossilized partial skeleton of the four-legged whale fossil find was unearthed from a layer of rocks in the Fayum 

Depression, a fossil-rich area in Egypt’s Western Desert, which during the middle Eocene geological epoch was 

mostly covered by a vast sea, and the whale skeleton would have been preserved originally in an area along the 

coast of that sea. 

/ 
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In June of 

2021, Express, 

. the British 

’ Newspaper, 

became the 

latest to tell the 

story that an 

anomalous stone 

circle resembling 

Stonehenge had 

been uncovered 

beneath the 

waters of 

America’s Lake Michigan. For 

his facts, reporter Joel Day 

relied mostly on a Discovery TV 

documentary filmed in 2017. The 

story has actually been reported 

for years by many outlets. My 

own publication, Atlantis Rising 

Magazine, first covered the 

possibility of a Stonehenge-like 

stone circle in North America in 

2009. At the time, at least two 

researchers were making such 

claims, not only beneath the 

waters of Lake Michigan, but in 

the fields of Alberta in Canada. 

For a quarter century, 

J. Douglas Kenyon 

was editor and 

publisher of Atlantis 

Rising Magazine. For 

more information 

visit the web site 

AtlantisRising.com 

Gordon Freeman, retired 

professor from the University of 

Alberta, had written Canada’s 

Stonehenge, a book arguing 

that “Genius existed on the 

prairies 5,000 years ago.” 

Freeman believes the indigenous 

Majorville Cairn and Medicine 

Wheel site, south of Bassano, 

Alberta is actually a precise 

5,000-year-old calendar. Britain’s 

Stonehenge was a calendar too, 

he says. Freeman investigated 

the astronomical alignment 

of boulders at the site and 
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determined that the central cairn 

is surrounded by 28 radiating 

stone lines, four of which align 

with the cardinal points of 

the compass. Freeman was 

also able to show that, among 

other things, the site marks 

the equinoxes and precisely 

measures the lunar cycle. 

Meanwhile, at the department 

of underwater archaeology 

at Northwestern Michigan 

University College (Traverse 

City) Professor Mark Holley, 

using sonar imaging, discovered 

in 2007, 40 feet below the 

surface of Lake Michigan, a 

series of standing stones, with 

some arranged in a perfect 

circle. Holley’s work was 

summarized in the Express story. 

Perhaps even more remarkable, 

though, was what appeared to 

be the petroglyph of an extinct 

mastodon, memorializing some 

ancient encounter between 

humans and the animal—a 

woolly-mammoth-resembling 

elephant-like creature (“Lake 

Michigan’s Mastodon—Has the 

Ice Age Image of a Mastodon 

been Found in Lake Michigan?” 

Frank Joseph, Atlantis Rising 

Magazine #76, July/August, 

2009). The petroglyph would 

have been below the surface 

for about 10,000 years. 

Since Mastodon remains had 

previously been reported only 

in southern Michigan, far from 

the underwater circle, most 

archaeologists in 2009 were 

skeptical, but recent evidence 
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; underwater 

site in Lake 
Michigan, 
courtesy of 

Mark Holley. 

of massive 

megafauna 

extinctions at the 

end of the last ice age, also 

known as the Younger Dryas, 

make a prior mastodon presence 

in the region plausible. 

Researcher Joseph, editor of 

Ancient American Magazine and 

a correspondent for Atlantis 

Rising, explained that, though 

Holley’s discovery was the first 

underwater discovery of its kind, 

other examples of prehistoric 

American art also depict extinct 

mastodons. He cites three 

examples: the earliest, in 1864, 



“as 

came 

from a peat 

bog near Holly Oak, 

Delaware. Eight years later, a 

farm boy near Doylestown, 

Pennsylvania, plowed up a five- 

inch-long stone, covered on 

one side with strange symbols, 

and on the other with what 

appeared to be a pictographic 

account of an Indian encounter 

with a mammoth. Another 

example, near Moab, Utah, was, 

according to Joseph, marked 

with carvings clearly intended 

to represent an elephant or 

mastodon. 
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Today anomalous discoveries 

of all kinds are becoming more 

commonplace, as a new breed of 

independent archaeologist deploys 

tools provided on the internet to 

investigate without getting their 

hands dirty. As | report in my 

new book Ghosts of Atlantis, 

imaging satellites are doing a 

lot of the heavy lifting, and 

‘out-of-place’ artifacts (also 

known as: ‘oop arts’) have 

come to light in locations 

as far flung as Cambodia's 

Angkor Wat, Egypt’s Giza 

plateau, the coast of India, 

and Antarctica’s Lake Vostok. 

In one remarkable case, 

amateur archaeologist John 

Jenson used images from Google 

Earth to show details of what 

appears to be an advanced water- 

wise canal-building culture in 

Florida before the end of the last 

ice age. The mysterious domain 

that Jenson reveals was apparently 

“extremely sophisticated,” 

with “precisely-engineered 

channels” that he thinks were 

for agriculture, navigation, and 

habitat. Some canals were 300 

to 500 feet wide and continue 

for many miles in exactly straight 

lines. The structures, he thought, 

were on par with those in today’s 

technology. Admittedly not an 

archaeological professional, Jenson 

has still managed to assemble 

some very puzzling imagery. 

Since the 1990s, in a quest for a 

more elevated image of Earth’s 

past, American researcher and 

‘Lost-Civilization’ enthusiast 

Angela Micol has scoured public 

domain databases, from Landsat 

to Google Earth, for anomalous 

satellite photography. 

A growing interest in such 

imagery, some believe, could 

signal a dawning awareness 

that ancient formations may 

preserve advanced—if long lost— 

knowledge from times generally 

believed to be entirely primitive, 

but which were, seemingly, 

anything but. 

A diver with the “Mastodon Image.’ 

For a quarter century J. Douglas 

Kenyon was editor and publisher 

of ‘Atlantis Rising Magazine.’ His 

new book, ‘Ghosts of Atlantis’ 

is published by Inner Traditions/ 
Bear and Company. For more 

information visit the web site 

AtlantisRising.com. 



Charles Chetian is a les Ch 

barrister and Reuters 

correspondent turned 

writer, award-winning 

tech journalist, radio 

presenter, podcaster, 

blogger, storyteller, 

and sometime 

werewolf-hunter who 

presents a weekly 

| podcast: the Weird 

fee Tales Radio Show 
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As | have said 

many times 

before in this 

series, NO 

matter how 

fantastical 

some of these 

fabulous 

creatures may 

seem, if you 

scratch deep 

beneath the 

Surface of 

the legend, 

you will find 

a nugget 

of truth — 

albeit a nugget of truth that 
AS been distorted by time, 

~misunderstanding, and ignorance. 

No more is this so than in the case 

of the ‘Barometz’ or Vegetable 

Lamb of Tartary, which, as the 

name implies, was once believed 

to be a species of plant that grew 

sheep as its fruit. 

Sechnically this would have been 

a ‘zoophyte’, a now discredited 

concept of an organism that is 

part animal and part plant — but 

the Vegetable Lamb was originally 

chronicled in the mid-14th century 

and the concept of the zoophyte 

was not finally discredited until the 

early 19th century, so we cannot 

criticize the science of the first 

people who described Barometz or 

Vegetable Lambs. So where did the 

or of this thing, also known as 

pe peetian Lamb, begin? 

The Vegetable Len 

The first full report occurs in The 

Travels of Sir John Mandeville, 

a travel memoir that appeared 

between the years 1357 and 1371 

and which purports to be the 

journal of an English knight from 

the town of St Albans — except 

Sir John never existed. Instead, 

the most likely candidate for the 

author is a 14th century Liege (now 

in Belgium) physician called Jehan 

de Bourgogne, who compiled The 

Travels from extracts stolen from 

other authors’ work — including 

Friar Odoric of Pordenone — 

interwoven with complete flights 

of fancy. There is also no evidence 

Jehan de Bourgogne ever visited 

‘Tartary’ — a term used to describe 

what we would now call Central 

Asia — unlike Friar Odoric, who 

travelled extensively throughout 

Central Asia, India, and China. 

But what about the Vegetable 

Lamb? This, with the assistance of 

some misunderstanding of Chinese 

legends by Friar Odoric, actually 

seems to be based on a lack of 

knowledge of textiles by Medieval 

Europeans. 

The most widely worn clothing 

material was wool, which comes 

from sheep, so when the first 

cotton garments began to appear 

in Western Europe, coming from 

Egypt, India, and other exotic 

locations within Tartary, it was 

assumed they must have come 

from a special type of lamb. At 

the same time there were also the 

first reports of cotton plants and 

cotton bolls being seen in the wild. 
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No Mint Sauce Required* 

Somewhere along the way the two 

ideas became intermingled and 

combined, giving birth to the belief 

that the fluffy cotton bolls were a 

type of baby sheep that lived ona 

plant — hence the Vegetable Lamb. 

In fact it was even posited the way 

the lamb derived nutrients was 

that the stalk of the plant could 

flex downwards, allowing the lamb 

to feed on the grass and plants 

Surrounding it. The lamb’s flesh, 

incidentally, was said to taste of 

honey! 

It all sounds laughable now but it 

was not until the late 17th century 

— nearly 350 years after The 

Travels of Sir John Mandeville was 

first published — that the fabled 

Vegetable Lamb of Tartary was 

recognized to be just that: a fable. 

* In British and Irish cuisine, mint 

Sauce is typically served with roast 

lamb. @ 

i tay 1887 illustration 
i] 1}! 2 of a Vegetable 

Lamb by Lee. 
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Experts rave about Ghosts of Atlantis, the new book 

by Atlantis Rising editor J. Douglas Kenyon... 

“A great new addition to the world of ancient mysteries, opening a fascinating chapter in the 
mysteries of Atlantis.” 

Andrew Collins, author of Gobekli Tepe: Genesis of the Gods 

“Provides numerous insights and a fascinating path to navigate through the 
Atlantis phenomena.” 

Robert M. Schoch, Ph.D., author of Forgotten Civilization 4 

. brilliantly elucidates how similar the fundamental ideological forcesjin\the world play out. 

Bed utifully written.” 
Chris Dunn, author of Lost Technologies of Ancient Egypt 

..d magical mystery tour through many of the great puzzles and enigmas of our world. A 

deeply thought-provoking compendium and a tour de,force that delivers a timely wake-up call. 
Scott Creighton, author of The Great Pyramid Void|Enigma 

— 
“Kenyon has covered all the bases on Atlantisjin this exciting new book!” 

David Hatcher, Childress, author, and co-star on the History Channel Show Ancient Aliens 

i 

“Kenyon has written the widest-ranging, most comprehensive and most convincing argument 
that a prehistoric civilization actually existed and was all but erased from human memory by a 

natural catastrophe. A must read.” 
Gregory L. Little, Ed.D., coauthor of Denisovan Origins 

“Skilltul writing guides us smoothly through complex subjects towards an exciting place where 
mysticism and materialism might intersect to provide a greater understanding of the universe. 

An exciting book, wrapping deep subjects in a fascinating style that invites you to delve into the 

writer’s intriguing multiverse vision.” 

Rand Flem-Ath, coauthor of Atlantis beneath the Ice 
AUDIOBOOK : Narrated by Micah Hanks 10 hr 26 min 

ISBN-10 : 1591433916 ISBN-13 : 978-1591433910 “Kenyon offers us a thorough, up to date, survey of the current state of the world of alternative 
Dimensions : 6 x 1.1 x 9 inches science. He’s also an accomplished researcher and author, as convincingly demonstrated by this 

book. May the ghosts of Atlantis continue to haunt a world gone astray!” 
Michael A. Cremo, author of Forbidden Archeology 

Available wherever books are sold 

Simon & Schuster 

audible @azon 
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DEADLY FEMALE NINJA ASSASSINS WITH 

WOLVERINE CLAWS 

Webra iley WINTERS 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles got a lot of ninja qualities right: their 

preference for sticking to the shadows, the emphasis on reconnaissance 

and espionage, and, of course, their choice of weapons all adhere to 

the ninja "code". The one thing that could have put such an intriguing 

children’s show over the top would have been the inclusion of a female 

ninja turtle. But do women have a place in war or espionage apart from 

the stereotypical "damsel in distress" character in the original cartoon? 
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T might be interesting for some 

fans of the Ninja Turtles—or fans 

of the history of ninja warriors—to 

learn that women did participate 

in the art of ninjutsu. In fact, these 

kunoichi were among the most 

elite and skilled of the ninja class. 

Abbale(eabm ions 

eVoatejatcamatcmeate)cit 

elite and skilled 

of the ninja class. 

Ninja, shinobi, and kunoichi were 

practitioners of the espionage 

based military tactic called ninjutsu, 

belonging to the Japanese class 

of shinobi. It is often incorrectly 

assumed that ninjas were strictly 

males, particularly in historical 

contexts, because of the prevalence 

of male dominated societies in 

which women were relegated to the 

background either as wives or fig- 

ureheads (if royal). However, women 

worked alongside men, as powerful 

stealthy assets in the shinobi clans 

(shinobi is the "correct" title for ninja 

warriors) in groups called kunoichi. 

The kunoichi are recorded as 

powerful devotees of ninjutsu in 

the 17th century in a tome called 

Bansenshukai, a collection of ninja 

training secrets. Kunoichi warriors 

seemingly predate their documen- 

tation in this text—by how long, it is 

uncertain. Yet one woman, Mochizuki 

Chiyome, is believed to have success- 

fully created a secret kunoichi cohort 

in feudal Japan in the 16th century. 



USING WOMANLY WILES TO 
THEIR DEADLY ADVANTAGE 

The consistent belief that women 

were no more than beautiful arm 

candy or ignorant wives boded 

well for the kunoichi, as it allowed 

them to get close to their tar- 

gets—usually men of the samurai 

class—either to gain information 

or to kill. While men were always 

on the lookout for suspicious men, 

rarely were they on the lookout 

for suspicious women. Women 

were far more likely to be able to 

maintain their disguises than men, 

as the samurai rarely hired strange 

men for advice, aid, or protec- 

tion, but they readily took on 

concubines or pretty mistresses. 

Thus, kunoichi often disguised 

themselves as performers, 

courtesans, maids, and Shinto 

priestesses, which enabled them 

to gain access to the most intimate 

aspects of the samurai's life. 

(Priestesses were not prohibited 

from travel as it was 

| Atrate)(el avmeyarsal 
disguised themselves 
as performers, 
courtesans, 

eatatlelcpur-balemelabeatce 

priestesses. 

considered part of their religious 

education.) Women were 

therefore able to infiltrate deeper 

than men in more dangerous 

zones; if a Samurai ever found out 

the depth of the deception he 

had fallen for, the price a woman 

would have had to pay for such 

intimate betrayal would likely 

have been worse than those of an 

exposed shinobi. 
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Yet, as horrifying as the punishments 

for discovered kunoichi likely were, 

when it was necessary to assassinate 

their targets, their executions were 

equally—if not more—terrible for 

their cunning and craftiness. 

WEAPONS OF CHOICE FOR FEMALE 
ASSASSINS 

While female ninjas used their 

sexuality and beauty to gain access 

to their targets, they did not step 

aside for a male ninja to take out the 

target when he was most vulnerable. 

Rather, the women took care of 

assassinations themselves. Some 

poignant weapons used were rather 

typical of those shown in historical 

spy and ninja movies today: fans with 

hidden blades, daggers, various forms 

of poison, slim katana swords, and the 

famous throwing stars. 

Yet, the weapon of choice for the 

kunoichi was, essentially, wolverine 

claws. Made of "leather finger sheaths 

topped with sharpened metal ‘claws, " 

the neko-te were the next best thing 

to possessing feline claws. The metal 

weapons ranged from one to three 

inches in length - easily long enough 

and sharp enough to tear away a 

man's flesh. A particularly vindictive 

female might even dip her claws in 

poison to exacerbate pain or, if she 

was feeling kind, quicken death. 

Regardless of the common 

misconceptions about the gender 

of ninjas, the kunoichi definitively 

had a place in both feudal and 

shogun-centered Japan. Women like 

Mochizuki Chiyome took up arms 

to risk life and limb to gain access 

to powerful enemies and ensure 

the protection of their leaders and 

government. Though few kunoichi are 

known by name, those that are reveal 

that these women were, in fact, highly 

respected by the men who had hired 

them and worked alongside them. 

And they were certainly a force to be 

reckoned with by their enemies. = 
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Let the Bones Speak 

ver since its creation, mankind 

akclmarclomclamlainclaets)elcare(siane 

Galcialelecialiom aiuamdatseclale 

aati diatcxelelacmm ly] eluiatsaeie) om (ell acre 

1 P20 vom 4c) 0b -\ BD) Molamaalomareladalqlaa 

ole) ae (=) molmeleleluam-Vadler-Pulce- lem iaele 

j-N-X-My =) ad) aa levaleclale mers] al e)geley-je)nvmel= 

viewed as the first city of the south- 

ern-African region. Mapungubwe 

Kp laalele komo) am iacmug=t-l10 | aoe) me) (elale 

artifacts, but an aspect of the site 

which is often overlooked is its rich 

Iso) gale) telsxome) melaliaate| mers) eles imcwme) i 

particular value to archaeozoologists. 

rN ol a¥-l=tey4ole) (ey2aVa mnaloecl ae (envoy mile lar] 

remains at archaeological sites, an 

expose of the relationship between 

el arel(slalem kale) o)(=m-)alemr-lali aac) Mm ke) elles 

regularly researched by archaeozool- 

ogists include: the ways animals were 

Xo) akielaal=ye mrekomielele memr- [om aal=t-] mam ele) al= 

|| By Dr. Annie R Antonites 

aatclane) me) mr-laliaatclmiciom\eleam-laliaate) 

parts had medicinal value; how parts 

of animals were used as clothing, for 

example fur and leather; bones used 

as weapons such as arrows or hides 

Uhsxste M-oms al (=) ce kare) aliaatclmaatclaclarclicmenicre 

in everyday utensils such as needles, 

knives, bowls, and horns as drinking 

vessels; which parts of animals were 

used for adornment such as feathers, 

beads, ivory combs, or masks; and 

dalomOLX=Me)m-laliaarclmancleclarclcmeemelg-r-ik= 

AAlOKiers]l mM laiaael ants) alacwmclelelalr- low ele) al= 

NValicia (sceer-Vallgatelicmel vem al-lemmr-lale 

still have, a spiritual and symbolic 

anlexclaliarcancem alelaat-lalcwmce) aulatcieclales 

digesting the heart of a predator may 

strengthen a warrior’s valor or wear- 

ing a leopard skin identifies a person 

PISMO) e]/AVAsie)ealomelaliaatrclcmictieelacmia 

GiGr-lmolelat-]mclinotow-] alemelh dials) acme y= 

elaliaatclm elelalstcmekome thal ar-larelamnele) ise 
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THE KINGDOM OF 
MAPUNGUBWE 

A atom @iay-xelo)aameym re) elelarselelni= 

consisted of people of eastern 

BIOLN ETAT AA oie) sam Alaalesleniis 

elalemave)auals)gameyelelaamAvialer- mm Mal= 

name ‘Mapungubwe’, may have 

ol={-]ame (=a hv,-1emnae)aam-lam-laliaare) 

(oyXeyalopurcliuavelerssamyvialvam-lallaaciar 

debatable. It may refer to a jackal 

(0) a =\V=) ace Oy =1 (10) ome) eL=valel lays 

on the language. It either means 

‘Place where the jackal eats’, or 

‘Rocks of the bateleur eagle’. 

Other meanings may be ‘Place 

oO) MAA ele)an Mane) am Mal=m ol i-leam alias 

dato gele qnael a aicmialcem rel e|(o Mam mal= 

Vie) a (obai-]aavelermexe)(elslamaallare 

figurine linked to this site has been 

eisielel rei ncrem\\//idamol ©) F-lel.@laalialey 

VV allel aim key: Lael acto mr-kom-ln(=t-le(-acialle 

CW /salele) iam dalimel tim el- hile miele 1a" 

The greater Mapungubwe 

site can be divided into the 

Mapungubwe Hill, the settlement 

0) r= 0) cess) ol-saelU mae) anlaalelaniavarlale 

dal=di am laabaat=leltclaom e)actersleciie) a 

who occupied the adjacent site 

Known as ‘K2’. During the 11th 

century, the inhabitants of K2 

Supported themselves by means 

- - 

" = 

of animal husbandry, hunting, 

and trapping. Elephants roamed 

the area and people at K2 traded 

in animal products such as ivory 

and hides, in exchange for glass 

beads from Asia. By the early 13th 

century K2 was abandoned, but 

the lucrative trade was continued 

by the community who had 

relocated to the Mapungubwe Hill 

and surroundings. The elite lived 

on the Hill and the commoners 

below, indicating a definite class- 

distinction. By that time, trade 

had expanded to include metals 

such as copper and tin and of 

course, gold, but the ordinary man 

measured his wealth in cattle. 
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where the jackal 
a ARE. eats’, or ‘Rocks of 
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The iconic gold rhinoceros recovered from graves on Mapungubwe Hill. 
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Rijksdienst voor Figg 

ARCHAEOZOOLOGISTS 
AT WORK 

Worked bone objects were first 

ol isere)V=) a=leme LU alalom=)cere\Ve-1ale) ats 

conducted in the early 1930s 

at the site and continued for 

decades thereafter. A major 

part of the bone material was 

(o) 0) t=] al=remanelaamr-lecx-mant-lealaarelicy 

Wa ali{smeligemlalemciaatclimete)vile 

bones were also discovered. 

[olclavuiaviiay-arelime)mualomc) el-lellnre 

elaliaatclm chee lamiaal elec) (omack)¢ 

o[ UT =m coed al=Mnlar-] me) aelel 0 [ei acm ol) | ays 

aaleleliarsemeemcleleam-lam>)anslalmndarcle 

very few diagnostic features 

remained. However, it is safe 

to assume that domesticated 

cattle, sheep, and goat bones 

make up most of the artifacts. 

Zebra, wildebeest, impala, 

duiker, giraffe, and even 

hippopotami also roamed the 

plains of the Limpopo Valley 

and objects manufactured from 

their bones were excavated at 

K2 and Mapungubwe. Elephant 

ivory was a valuable trade 

commodity, but it is not known 

whether their bones were 

reworked into objects. 

The science of use-trace 

analysis, which includes 

fracture mechanics, tribology, 

and residue analysis, is an 

innovative field in archaeology 

and in South Africa bone objects 

are described in terms of 

microscopic use-trace findings. 

|DYeyaatsciater-inare: 

cattle, sheep, 

Vale mrexey- he oe)aler- 
make up most 
of the artifacts. 

ARROWS 10 DEFEND THE 
AFFLUENT ELITE 

Arrowheads can be divided 

according to size, general 

Shape, and shape of the tip. 

They are further classified as 

formal or expedient. At K2 

and Mapungubwe, tips were 

shaped in different ways — either 

squared or pointed. Some of 

the squared tips were split; 

use-trace analysis revealed iron 

oxide in the split, indicating that 

there was a metal tip. These 

tips were probably secured 

with sinew (fibrous tissue from 

an animal) or a plant fiber. 

Some damaged arrow points 

clearly show that they had been 

recycled. 



Ii av-mero)anle)iar-ialelame)m ele) ar 

and metal was a surprising 

feature, as it is unknown in 

dalomcvolelual=)aam-Vialerclamigels 

Age period. Long arrowheads 

oo] 0] (om al-\\,=m el=1-10 9) aelel slate 

from giraffe bones.The bone 

would have been grooved 

elavemciar-)®) el-lemiaicemiarelnaleler-) 

pieces. Next it would have 

been chipped at, to form 

id atom (eo) alcar-l ame) waci are] om lare 

further smoothed against 

elaMclelecSiiVeeclelaiclece 

to create the rounded 

symmetric point. The point — 

oo] 0] (elm ol=mcjat-]aelelalste me) msje)iit 

to insert a metal tip. 

Expedient objects include 

aaexelial=xeme) aml [ay aarelelint=vem ele)al= 

fragments used to such an 

extent that the surface became 

polished or worn. Limb bone 

shafts were split and whittled 

into shape by use of a sharp 

metal or stone blade. Irregular 

ends were ground smooth. By 

datomalaarome)maal=mece)aalanlelaliny, 

settling at Mapungubwe, the 

process had been refined, as 

these object surfaces were 

sJankeledal=)andal-lamaslesiom cele lare 

at K2. Some of these were 

of =Yoro) #-] ate mNViitam ey-liaiar-lale 

Takesire)aky 

Since iron was initially a rare 

commodity, arrowheads were 

aatlelome)im ekelaremuinamcyearlimaatclec) 

in| okspur-hsMre) 8) ele ki =10 mm Kom ee) aa) e)(=1= 

metal tips. However, the more 

affluent society living on the 

Mapungubwe Hill did make use 

of metal arrowheads, a clear 

Tate l(or-lule)ame)muatslia=)(-\-1nsre 

Status. 

A large cache of bone 

arrowheads was excavated at 

7m ol a=rer-lul atom dal=melee] ey- lalla 

of Mapungubwe Hill. Use-trace 

analysis indicates the shaft of 

Close up of bone 
arrow with metal tip. 

A selection of decorated objects from Mapungubwe. A: pin-like 
object; B-H: arrowheads and link-shaft; I-K: pin-like objects. 

the arrows probably consisted of 

common reeds, which grow on 

the banks of the nearby Limpopo 

River. The reed shafts decayed 

over time, leaving only their 

silica traces. There are also signs 

of an ocher-based compound 

that was used as an adhesive 

to fix the arrow point to the 

shaft. Few of the arrowheads 

actually exhibited decorative 

aspects, either by incision or 

pigmentation. Black and red 

pigmentations originating from 

amorphous carbon and red 

hematite were used. 

Arrows are usually associated 

with hunting purposes. 

However, archaeozoologists 

concluded that cattle herds, 

for domesticated household 

purposes, were of such 

numbers that the population 

did not depend on hunting 

as a primary food supply. 

So why did a predominantly 

farming community need so 

many arrows, if they were not 

hunting? The large number 

of bone arrows, discovered in 

the upper layers of deposits 

on the Hill, suggests a different 

use: the affluent elite living 

on Mapungubwe Hill required 

protection. A weapon stockpile 

was amassed to counter some 

perceived threat. Another 

deposit of bone arrows was 

found in the commoner area 

below the Hill, perhaps indicating 

a first line of defense. It is clear 

that these arrows were mass 

produced and not on an ad hoc 

basis. Whether these arrows 

were in preparation for a real 

battle or just a show of force is 

yet to be determined. 

©University of Pretoria 
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SKINNING AND 
SEWING HIDES 

However, during the collection 

In times of peace, though, finely woven, which would of such large quantities of 

ordinary people kept each require a different aat-1%=) ar-] pm nalecelbalsom ele)al=som ant) 

themselves busy by plant material and of course have been missed, which may 

producing household crafts a different size of needle. explain the lesser quantity at 

and stock for trade. Use- Split ribs and limb bones WETelelarss0l oom mtlIP 

trace analyses of animal were used to make needles. 

material provides insight Microscopic gold flakes were 

into these activities. identified on one of the 

Opening a window into perforated needles, but its 

the everyday life of purpose has not yet been 

commoners, the presence identified. 

of bone needles and awls 

point to a craft industry of 

leather workings, basketry, 

and matting. Baskets 

were used for storage, 

but also for transport and 

containers, while mats 

were slept on. Use-trace 

analyses of the bone 

needles indicate different 

types of plants, such as 

grasses, creepers, and bark 

fibers were utilized. The 

texture of baskets may 

differ from heavy-duty to 

Pin-like bone objects resemble 

arrowheads, but on a much 

smaller scale. These objects 

were elaborately decorated 

elalem=>dalielincvemaalela=mel(=ie-]i (10 

Vola .dnat-lalciall oem l=r-lelials 

Bone implements were also archaeologists to initially 

employed in scraping flesh believe that they were used 

from animal skins. Not only ebm ateliorelaremere) ar-lelelaalaalsiaiace 

were the hides of some Use-trace analysis however 

animals traded, but animal revealed these objects had 

skin was turned into leather contact with soft material, such 

products. Interestingly, as hides, and their utilitarian 

there was an abundance of Ul aterm lo) amwr-kom ©) ae) ey-]9)\Vme-laal=s 

expediently made points as a perforator or awl. Some 

and worked fragments from of them were consistent with 

animal ribs found at K2 as contact with a scalp, therefore 

opposed to at Mapungubwe daT=a/eelel (om el-mat-liane) date] aal=alace 

Hill, which could indicate skin Others showed microscopic 

trading was a major focus traces of being in contact with 

during the earlier K2 period. wood. 
oe Close up of bone <g 

needle from 7 wie ae enn TO Use-trace analyses provide 

an} ielgeysiere) e) (om =\"410(=1 al X=Fm alent 

visible to the naked eye, 

guiding archaeozoologists 

Mapungubwe Hill. 
©University of Pretoria 

ome) galsm com salellamell=t-la-10 

th conclusions as to the origins, 
Ca fe} gee lULeinte)apar-laremielareiaieya 

(o) m= Taliaatel mele) atom aatcleciarcl e 

excavated at these sites. 

Jams) eXo)alfsdalecmeat-lal.diarenms 

Tays{evalelekmaa-lacirelaaat-lacelame)i 

elaliaatclm e) cele (0mm aime min sats 

of warfare, clothing, and 

seemingly ordinary utensils 

elalemelsiaele-lalelacwe 

al 
+ q 

| y 
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a. ei 

‘ 

Interestingwoek formation in 
WW Eyolebatcablonivcma-io(0) ar. wba emerolblsaWaunuler-e 
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Strange, 
But Serious, 
Medieval Animel 
Trials Were No 
Kangaroo Court! 

ee || BY WU MINGREN 

ONE of the more unusual aspects The Criminal Prosecution and 

of the Medieval world was that Capital Punishment of Animals, 

animals could be put on trial which was published in 1906. 

Sn like human beings. Yes, there 
According to Evans, the trial and 

punishment of animals did not 

occur uniquely in Europe during 

the Middle Ages, as this practice 

is recorded in other civilizations as 

well. As an example, Evans states 

that the Romans would crucify a 

dog as part of the celebrations 

commemorating the anniversary 

of the preservation of the Capitol 

from the night-attack 

of the Gauls, which is 

traditionally regarded 

was such a thing as legal animal 

trials! While the veracity of many 

Medieval animal trials is difficult 

to ascertain, it is without doubt 

that some of them did in fact 

take place. All kinds of animals 

could be brought before a secular 

or ecclesiastical court, either as 

individuals or as groups, including 

rats, pigs, roosters, monkeys, and 

even dolphins! 

| A wide range of 
It appears that a wide 

Sf —_— I} | 

range of “crimes” crimes” could to have occurred in 

could be, and were, be, and were, 390 BC. 

committed b 
. committed by After defeating the 

ain en animals, including Romans at the Batt! 
murder, bestiality, _” & Romans at the Battle 

and damage of crops | Murder, bestiality, % the Alla, the Gauls 
roceeded to sack 

oh sag sala mins damage of ome The Capitoline guilty, larger animals p 
crops or property. : would be punished Po OE OPesy Hill, however. emt 

with execution or _ One O , € places 

ap that withstood the invaders, so 
exile, whereas smaller animals Mien thera elunstatin neonate 

could be excommunicated or 1G GaUIS GEIGER KO RUE Th MNCer 
siege. Eventually, the Gauls found 

denounced by a church tribunal. ; Teen iditend 

One of the more detailed a meen .° i an were 

examinations of this strange a. -—s - ., Y : hae s nor 

subject is Edmund P. Evans’ elr dogs. Fortunately, the Roman 
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defenders were alerted to the 

aake\i=iaal=alme)maal=mGr-[0 cme) mnal= 

sacred geese of the goddess Juno 

and were able to repel the Gauls. 

While the geese were hailed as 

heroes, the dogs were punished 

for neglecting their duty. 

huecmollatelemuomeat-lalacelamear-laiie 

Vickie la mre) al hVarc)allaatcl cma ar-1@a cl a> 

dat srom-] elem el0lalcja=te mm [amaalcm-lavel(svale 

Vio) alo Ml at-laliaat-lasme)e)(-leacmeelel(e 

be taken to court as well! Evans 

cites the trial and punishment of 

a statue in Athens as an example. 

This statue belonged to Nikon 

0) iu Mateksveksyare nic aaleleicmei dal loin 

and was set up by the Athenians 

Tamalsmalelale)emOlalielaaelar-le-ii"A 

rivals who were jealous of his 

success attacked the statue and 

knocked it off its pedestal. In the 

SS dlaaalciapmelalomelm dale ct-li elas 

was crushed to death under the 

statue. According to Athenian law, 

Vet] ole) akcwr-) ale Mr-] | meluals) me) e)(=1e1 ns 

that caused the death of a person 

Viz) com Kom ol=m OLU lel (hvmee)arel=laalarcre 

elavemualae)’amel-\e)aemaalsmeayaes 

boundaries. Thus, the statue 

was brought before a tribunal, 

found guilty, and sentenced to be 

thrown into the sea. 

/ 

Galea atem-batel(syaimnceyace! 

jbatebabuear-ikome)e)(ccein 
could be taken to 

court as well! 

FACT OR FICTION? ACCOUNTS OF 
MEDIEVAL ANIMAL TRIALS 

Vidal (omrelaliaatcimear-lcmelle mac) <= 

place during the Middle Ages, 

it is unclear as to how many 

documented accounts are 

genuine. Sara McDougall, 

associate professor at the John 

Jay College of Criminal Justice 

Ta eawan Co) a Gli a’a ele) lalacmeleimmaar-lt 

the 19th century scholars who 

recorded these trials do not 

fe) go)VA(eK=m=valelel-aame(=ie-]im-jelelepe 

their sources. In other words, it 

Kweli na(ele] iam xe) aevol ale) i-] acm nolel-h’mce 

trace the origins of these stories 

and to determine their veracity. 

Nevertheless, Medieval accounts 

o)m-]aliaat-]maat-) mele => di) emr-|inalelels4a 

W/fol Bloke ez-] | Mcye-hustomtay- | are e) mre) 

them were either made up or 

Wi sianslaM lam: |am-lacsiaa)elmne <-1-18 

students from falling asleep. 

W/(ol BYoletee-] 1 mr-] em alolu=smnal-lemelal= 

. - = " gt = iy ee < = coe 
= a 

(o) dale aalessimnrelaaleleicm-lalieatcimaatelis 

VE lahY.cd acolo ml aime) ge(=) mice me(=1i-laal= 

the lawyer who had allegedly 

(of=ix-)alelsremnatsu-)allaat-lcpmlamualcmerckioy 

a bunch of rats. 

The earliest known documentation 

of a Medieval animal trial dates 

back to 1266. The trial took place 

in Fontenay-aux-Roses, not far 

from the French capital Paris, 

and involved a pig accused of 

oLo}aalanvnaulatcmlaliclalacele(=am Mal=m elicmela 

trial was suspected of devouring 

-Molali(om-/alem\\ chm aals)a1(elasme) cele alt 

before a court. The trial was 

overseen by the monks of St 

Genevieve and the animal was 

found guilty, after which it was 

sentenced to burn at stake. It 

seems that during the Middle Ages 

it was illegal to execute anyone (or 

anything for that matter) without 

emat-lm-lalemual=la-)cela=m-lallaatcis 

SUK ol rent =lo me) mee) anvaniinalalcaci=ia(e leks 

crimes were put on trial, before 

being executed. 

EXPLANATIONS FOR ANIMAL TRIALS 

IB alim=>.(ellarlalelammaleliicio) em 

o} a) he) aT=e) im nated a\vandar-lemalclViom olotola 

suggested to make sense of this 

strange phenomenon. Over the 

a 

a " 
s a 

fabless 

z wer 1d) See 
ne 

While the Roman soldiers and watchdogs slept, Juno's sacred geese on the Capitol warned Rome of the Gallic attack in 390 BC. 



The 1838 tria 

years, other scholars have put 

forward their own hypotheses in an 

attempt to explain the existence of 

these animal trials. One explanation, 

for instance, is that some animals 

were believed to have moral agency 

and therefore, like human beings, 

could be held responsible for the 

crimes they committed. 

Thus, when an animal was brought 

before a court, it was treated as ifit |Qi\). , \ 
were a human being. The strictest Ra’ i AY) ag 

legal procedures were adhered to MAN Nery ge 
so as to endow the whole affair 

with a somber atmosphere. In some 

cases, the animals were dressed up 

in human clothing when they were 

brought to court. This is seen, for 

' 

“a 

a 
' — 

1 iq hilt 
by 

Aj iM th 
I 

sinh 

l of Bill Burns. 
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In one trial from 1457, a sow and her piglets were accused of murdering a child. 
The mother is reported to have been found guilty, while her piglets were acquitted 
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Taksie-] aoe amualom=>,(-1e0 hale) ame)mr- ml e)ls 

oo) ahYs(e1k=10 me) ml alr-lala(ele(-m la mM astsioy 

Before the execution the pig was 

dressed in a waistcoat, gloves, 

eaten ey-] ame) ime | alli.) acMme-\e(eliure)arcliNva 

eM alelaat-lamaatck.@c cm elr(acremelamalcle 

al=r-ler 

Many other hypotheses have 

ol=i-)am eles ance) a'c-)aemuem=).4e)(-]lamual= 

occurrence of animal trials. One 

of these, for instance, suggests 

that Medieval Europeans believed 

authority over the animal kingdom 

Wecksmece) aii=) a asreme)amaat-lal.dialeme)y 

(CTolem-|alomuar-lamelejaaiatcar-laliaat-lmele 

trial was a way of asserting this 

authority. Alternatively, it has been 

proposed that during the 12th and 

(Re jaamet-lalaelal=mualsmer-\V/-1(0) e)eatsialme)i 

the legal system led to an excess 

of courts and lawyers. As there 

was not enough work to go around 

for everyone, it was decided that 

elaviaatcl mci ksy ol=ceim=1e me) mere) ealaaninal ays 

crimes should also be tried in 

an effort to created more job 

o) o} eke) a dU laliatoce 

BARTHOLOMEW CHASSENEE AND 
HIS RATTY DEFENSE 

Yet another hypothesis states that 

Medieval lawyers saw the animal 

trials as an Opportunity to show 

off their mental dexterity as they 

aclomaal-melat-lare-muomeelsalmelomuine 

ingenious arguments to defend 

their clients. This is seen in the 

case of Bartholomew Chassenée, a 

mApaloamielacimaalemiicremel0lalalcmaal= 

15th to 16th century. Chassenee 

was the defense lawyer for a 

olU]alela me) mm a-lacmolar-lesx-1e maine m=r-ial ays 

and destroying the local barley. 

O@yamaalsmer-\ae)mualmaat-|maalom a-ha 

r-]I(=cem com uel dame) om-\m->.¢el-[eltclem-lale 

GS ateii-saler=mer-]aarom elem uiuamelllayaliats 

arguments to excuse them. 

He argued that since the rats 

Vela =m ante alata iaelaamelalsmvlit-sxomne 

~]aolual=)muaals\vae)ge)ey-le)\ mello mareyt 

AD OBS ERV. CXXVMIL . 
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A basilisk (1671). According to Medieval belief, an egg laid by a 
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ee 

x Sue 

rooster would hatch either into a basilisk or a cockatrice. 

receive the summons. Even if 

they did receive the summons, 

al=mee)al(qeude | aslo pmaal=\ maar hmarchie 

been afraid for risk of being 

attacked by cats on their way to 

oo] 0] gl am Mal =mI-\\YAY(=) mii ele)e-husremele 

dalicm ele)lalar-]alemere)alel[Ulelsremaar-ht 

his clients could legally refuse to 

appear in court since their safety 

oo] 0] (eM ale)um ol=m<40l-]e-] alust-1emm Mal= 

judges were finally forced to drop 

the case, as they could neither 

refute Chassenee’s argument nor 

persuade the villagers to keep 

dal=d] mere) an | alelele) ace 

OTHER CURIOUS CASES 
CHARGED AGAINST 
ANIMALS 

BYkiole me) ama al= 

ofelelUlaatsyainsvem=narer=aracy 

the pig was the most 

ola avankealnanua(=lomelaliaate) 

olUl al ayaa arem\Vilelel i= 

Ages. According 

to Evans, this was 

mainly due to the fact 

that pigs were given 

greater freedom to roam around 

the streets than other animals, 

In 14/4 a court in 

the Swiss city of 
Byars) msisialcsvalesre! 

a rooster to burn 

at the stake “for 

id atom ats) balelerce- bare! 

iunabatciaebacl melubeals 

of laying an egg.” 

=] alem ol=Yor-[UX-me)maal-liam-lecxom alll aalel-1ace 

Ne\V{e] a dala) (spel a als) aclallaarclcmerelelie 

be tried for various offences. 

For instance, In 1474 a court in 

the Swiss city of Basel sentenced 

a rooster to burn at the stake “for 

dalem alsjialeleicmelalemelalareluelaclmelalaal= 

of laying an egg.” According to 

Medieval belief, an egg laid by a 

coleysi k=) anlV.el0| (em at-inelam=)iual-)auiaice 

a basilisk or a cockatrice, both of 

which were extremely dangerous 

creatures. While these monsters 

were believed to have existed, no 

o)al=m=>,4 el=1e1n=10 Ko mee)aaT= 

across a rooster that 

laid eggs, thus making 

the 1474 trial in Basel an 

=>.(x=1 9) 810) al-] me) a=e 

Other animals that were 

aa (=comelOlalalcmualom \Vileren (= 

Ages include bulls, dogs, 

and goats. One of the 

aakekjemele | aelercw-lali nate) 

trials recorded by Evans 

Tanvceiviexe mele) lelaliame-Ver-lae 

imelaamcie-laralcmaarianaals 

animals were tried and executed in 

Marseilles in 1596, Evans provides 



no further details regarding the 

case. Although animals were 

commonly brought before a court 

on charges of murder or injuring 

humans, other offences could be 

committed by them as well. The 

rooster of Basel, for instance, was 

tried for participating in demonic 

activities. Bestiality was another 

offense for which an animal could 

be brought to court. 

While both parties, i.e. the human 

and animal, could be sentenced 

to death, the latter was given 

the opportunity to be spared 

punishment as it could be argued 

that the animal did not consent and 

was therefore not at fault. Such 

was the case of Jacques Ferron, 

a Frenchman caught engaging in 

bestiality with a female donkey in 

Vanves in 1750. Both parties were 

tried, and the prosecution asked for 

the death sentence of both Ferron 

and the donkey. While Ferron was 

sentenced to death (by burning 

at the stake), the donkey was set 

free on the basis that she had not 

participated in Ferron’s crime on 

her own free will. Moreover, the 

parish priest had testified to the 

donkey’s good character, saying 

that he had known her for four 

years, that she was a virtuous and 

well-behaved animal and that she 

had never given occasion of scandal 

to anyone. 

DIFFERENT COURTS FOR DIFFERENT 
BEASTS 

The trial of animals was often 

carried out by the secular courts 

which had the power to sentence 

them to death. The ecclesiastical 

courts were also granted authority 

to try animals, though animals of a 

different sort were brought before 

its judges, made up of bishops 

and other Church officials. These 

clergymen usually dealt with cases 

involving vermin, such as rodents 

35 
Execution of a Sow. Project Gutenberg. 



and insects. This was due to the 

fact that unlike pigs or other 

animals tried by the secular 

courts it was impossible, or at 

least extremely difficult, for the 

civil authorities to seize and bring 

these animals before a court. 

They were therefore placed under 

the jurisdiction of the Church. 

Towns or districts plagued 

by vermin could bring the 

perpetrators of the “crime” 

before an ecclesiastical court. An 

investigation would be launched 

and if sufficient grounds for 

bringing the pests to court was 

found, an advocate would be 

appointed to defend them. A 

Summons would then be issued 

by the court which would be 

read by a court official at places 

where the vermin were thought 

to frequent. The pests were given 

three opportunities to appear 

in court and to plead their case. 

As one may expect, the vermin 

rarely, if ever, turned up at 

A Waten-Javleniancel <re 
monkey was 
therefore put on 
trial, found guilty 
o} ==) 0) (ey aratex ey 
Vale m alebatcaeyamaale 
beach. 

their case. The animals would then 

be given a certain amount of time 

to leave the area. 

If the vermin failed to do so they 

would be excommunicated. 

The trial of vermin by 

ecclesiastical courts has 

led to the suggestion 

that animal trials were 

Carried out as a means of 

helping the community 

to cope during times of 

crisis. Plagues, destruction 

of crops, and other problems 

may be blamed on vermin and 

the animals could be brought 

before a court. While the trials 

almost certainly did not solve 

the problems, they gave the 

people an impression that the 

authorities were doing what they 

could to maintain law and order 

and therefore gave them some 

sense of assurance. 

When compared to kinds of 

~_ pesticides 

included rats charged 

destroying barley. 

available during that era, trying 

vermin and punishing them may not 

have been so far-fetched after all. 

Some ways of dealing with pests 

during that time included 

sprinkling weasel 

» ash over a field to 

drive away mice, 

castrating a 

mouse before 

{releasing it 
SO as to scare 

away other 

mice from 

the area, and 

driving moles away 

by planting castor oil 

plants in fields plagued 

by these creatures. 

Animal trials 

with eating and 

The end of the 

Medieval period did not bring 

about the end of animal trials. One 

example of an animal trial beyond 

the Middle Ages is that of the 

Hartlepool Monkey, which allegedly 

occurred during the Napoleonic 

Wars. Legend has it that a French 

ship was wrecked off the coast of 

Hartlepool, in County Durham, 

England. The only survivor was a 

monkey, who was the ship's mascot, 

who the people of Hartlepool 

mistook for a French spy since its 

chattering was thought to be the 

French language. The shipwrecked 

monkey was therefore put on trial, 

found guilty of espionage, and hung 

on the beach. While some believe 

that the hanging of the Hartlepool 

Monkey did occur, others are less 

sure about it. In any case, the 

story became attached to 

Hartlepool and has stuck 

to the city ever since. 

Locals to this day are 

often nicknamed 

“monkey i _ + 
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The Symb vite Spider 
that Wove its Way through History 

WW (Chas (7 1) = We 
= 7G Ms Z 
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of impressions has influenced origin myths, legends, art, literature, music, 

architecture, and technology throughout history. 
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CERTAINLY an enigma 
symbol, the spider has been used 

\ p for different purposes and varied Bo 
\ intentions in different civilizations. — 

Ne-Telavallekcw-]alemaal=tiam\(=1 9) embody | 

airlaN mee liecmlare interpretations, — 

including resourcefulness, | 

ola=Y-lulelam-lareme (siege leinlelammallalaliarcs 
el-Yocleinlelaelaltat-d0l-Mmaal-Wiclanllallalcy 

KrelelasMmcelanllal-Wmes-la(-ale-var-lare 
even death. 

J. +e 

‘ as ae ee ae : 
r ee ’ ts / 

cient Greek K¥eX-J alo mm uals 

irst spider was born 

Sjdblelt-Yomelalel-le the 

, herself a master 

k was So beautiful, tn her 

lent SO great, that Vie) ae or alls 

| | lead Ne Hite ic) boast that her 

| Work was even better than 

Ath ena ‘'s. In a. contest to determine 

[Nabe wie ‘better artist — the = 

| /¢ or 'é ve/gotidess Nelo slats Te 

: | er ay ta pestry depicting mals 

jae ina ae Tetaremelcieelillatemuatctle 
chery and foolishness. The 

deks/A hena WEmielaellicw-lalep 

‘a ag e, destroyed Arachne’s 

are / / / 
ig obrgleh ahd ashamed to realize 
é aloe alelolakmar-lome-] <clamal-le 

Rraghog ‘hanged herself. Athena, 

feélin dats] @ndalsmaave)mn-|mar-lem(=t-]aalcre 

the érror o} od ate) |(=atcdlarcaidalomcxele ly 

Sa0lgal-lomaal=mar-]alcd|ay-mae) oom alee mn 7=1 0 

/ and Arachne into a spider, so she 
Pe o might weave beautiful creations 

of ixe)ar-) Mal ant-Pan Malm cm ealome)als4lameymuat= 

i word arachnid; a term we use for 

Spiders to this day. 

Arachne depicted as a half-spider half-human in Dante's Purgatorio, 
by Gustave Doré. 
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THE SPIDER AS A CREATOR 
AND DESTROYER 

Being crafty and industrious 

weavers of webs is only one trait 

for which spiders have been 

symbolically exploited across the 

ages. Spiders and webs have been 

featured in a variety of societies 

elavemarchicmantsrclale 

olhaklaslalmmeallarsss seit ee 

to each and every 

one of them. In 

many cultures, 

spiders stand as 

id alomelasr-1 Ke) acme) mele ls 

Ulalhvicl acre) alomy’ce)alen 

while in others they 

serve as agents of 

destruction. 

Tamclalel(sjalemlalelicmie 

was believed that a 

large spider wove 

the web that is 

ave) mele lamelalhicl aise 

Thereafter she sat 

at the center of the 

WViz1 epee) aldge)iiiare 

all existence via 

her strings. Legend 

has it that one day 

SATS LIme la ele] mual= 

universe and spin 

another in its place. 

Meanwhile, 

cave) ar-lammananarelleycay 

tells of the goddess 

Neith - a spinner 

dal=melasy-)alelamel-)iava-Val-lacie 

Associated with storytelling 

eTavomy hele) same lamaalcmastcd(e) ame) 

the world the spider causes 

mischief to get the upper hand 

in dealings with others. The 

retelling of these “spider tales” 

Tan) ey-]aecmanlele-lm (sie) acmaalcelelcaa 

the generations. 

Moving across the 

world to Australia, 

cele. @r-] aar-] elem oy-] a 

paintings reveal 

that the indigenous 

cultures created 

Spider symbols. 

Spiders in their webs 

are linked with a 

[ea a10 gel ar-lare 

ceremony for the 

Rembarrnga people 

Tame siaideclm-\aalalsae 

Land, while several 

regional clans use 

spider totems in 

rituals. 

|) North American 
i Memlareliexslarelec 

cultures have 

often portrayed 

Spiders as creators, 

al=il elslacyar-laremanielelag 

keepers. In the 

m(o)e)melgsy-halelamealvanay 

Spider Woman 

is the goddess of 

the earth. She, 

and weaver of 

destiny - and 

associates 

her with the spider. She is often 

depicted with a weaving shuttle 

Talal) am atelale pie) arin ole) are) alem-|aae))\\y 

ol=Taalo)aicine-halatcmalsiamalelainiatcar-]e)i italien 

The spider is a trickster god in 

West African stories, personifying 

Statuette of the goddess Neith. 
jiablo)s(em DYeyeat-bhar 

together with 

0) dats) an -Xolehswmn ce) gaaicre 

dal=mnlaciemant-lam-lale 

Vio] aat-amel0 ime) meil-)’am m-] cole- mle) a= 

includes a trickster spider, while 

the Navajo connect Spider 

(CT e-lalolaale)aal-lar-laremaaromuusrhulays 

of webs with the creation of the 

Ve} aon 
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SPIDERS AS A GOOD OMEN 

Spiders, contrary to their 

sometimes fearsome or 

creepy physical appearances, 

are not always portrayed 

as dangerous creatures or 

destructive emblems. In 

many traditions, the spider 

is agood omen and a helpful 

savior. Ancient Chinese folk 

culture celebrates spiders. 

They are thought to bring 

happiness in the morning, 

and wealth in the evening. 

Spiders are lucky creatures, 

dubbed 

In many UHPPY 
. insects. The 

traditions, nana of 
the spider iS the spider 

a good omen reatures 

andahelpful Wigelvin 
art and 

saVv10r. literature in 

China, and 

spider jewelry or charms are 

worn to bring good luck. 

In Germany and Ukraine, it is 

tradition to include spiders 

and webs in Christmas tree 

decorations, due to the 

association between tinsel 

decorations and the spider 

web strands. 

Spiders are also believed 

to have saved the lives of 

important leaders in many 

cultures. For example, the 

Torah tells the story of 

David, later the King of Israel, 

being pursued by King Saul’s 

soldiers. David hid from the 

men in a cave and a spider 

helped him by building 

a huge web blocking the 

entrance. When the soldiers 

arrived outside the cave they 

didn’t bother looking inside it, 

assuming that no one could 

be there since the spider web 

was undisturbed. 

SPIDERS IN PERUVIAN 
TEMPLES, ART, AND 
GEOGLYPHS 

The ancient Moche people of 

northern Peru, who existed 

from about 100 AD to 700 

AD, often included nature and 

spider images 

in their art. This Some suggest 

Researchers speculate the 

spider and web represent 

hunting nets, and therefore 

prosperity and progress. It 

is also suggested the spider 

image was a powerful political 

symbol. Yale University 

archaeologist Richard Burger 

has stated that “other 

symbolic associations for 

the spider god included war, 

hunting, power or textiles. 

There is an image of spider 

deities holding nets filled with 

decapitated human heads, 

so there was an analogy with 

successful warriors and claims 

of power.” 

The mysterious Nazca lines 

in the desert of southern 

Peru also contain arachnid 

imagery. The series of 

geoglyphs depict straight 

lines and giant creatures, 

and were created between 

400 and 650 AD. The largest 

image spans over 660 feet 

across. One of the creatures 

present in the geoglyphs is a 

giant, symmetrical, 

eight-legged spider. 

was not the first 4H, spider some suggest the 

Peruvian culture spider could have 

to use spider could have been a fertility 

representations. beena fertility symbol in the Nazca 

In a Peruvian symbol in the culture, and the 

valley in 2008, Nazca culture senior astronomer 

researchers at the Adler 

uncovered a 

forgotten adobe temple with 

carved spider imagery. The 

temple was unique in its 

dedication to a spider god and 

was Created by the Cupisnique 

civilization who ruled the area 

from 1500 BC to 100 BC. 

Planetarium and 

Astronomy Museum 

posits that the spider is a 

representation of the Orion 

constellation. Archaeologists, 

mathematicians, and 

historians still debate the 

purpose of the Nazca images. 
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1 - Apparition of the Spider Princess in an 
iEereVAmiWorelel e) (ole) ay oyu balmen am Col-Jauivey-Jane 

2 -[he base of the Moche Moon Pyramid (Huaca de la 
rebar.) ai eusal-ler-bbalccremo-l-macsb(csmeatebe-! Balcr-bau bubepullom woaee 

DARK DANGERS OF SNEAKY 
SPIDERS 

is) oe =) acer-]alalelamial-].<omaaraiis 

frightening aspect, and 

many folktales warn of the 

dangerous traits associated 

with spiders, such as 

ensnaring webs, lies, and 

deceits, lethal venom, silent 

attacks, and creeping terror. 

Tae) ek-lamdar=ms)e)(e(-)am mm alaleacny 

a mythological spider figure 

called Jorogumo, is able to 

transform into a seductive 

woman who entraps travelling 

Samurai. The Spider Princess 

3 - Aerial view of geoglyphs near Nazca - famous 
Nazca Lines, Peru. The Spider figure is in the center. 

arckmaatlanvarclinc)aatclucmatclaates 

Tak le loll aycmdar-mmo)iavellayom olale(-mmme)s 

“prostitute spider”. Jorogumo 

aale)a e)atcm laine i ol=r-l0lapnel my e)aar-la 

to beguile 

Vel aale) acm laine) 

marrying her. 

Sometimes the 

Spider Princess 

appears to carry 

a baby, which 

turns out to be 

her egg-sack. 

Vechwameymdale 
dangerous 

with spiders. 

The references to menacing, 

deadly spiders are countless 

Many folktales 

traits associated 

yi @7e- bale beateldal=) ate) ey(e(-s an ALeent-bam-(elbllelabbucmeqe)eal wleje)| 
culture by artist Lauren Raine. 

Tamaaleletslaameeiiullacme-lavemual=iig 

scary natures are illustrated 

ulaatcm-|avemalaal=m-lcx-llamlamelele 

movies, art, literature, and 

eke) olUlr-lameeliaclace 

The spider is a 

powerful image 

that has endured 

Jialeouelareslalem alesse 

It reflects a duality 

that both horrifies 

a lalem reel lareiees 

us, cementing its 

elesyiarelamiamelel amie) alom-bw-la 

unforgettable symbol. 



The tradition of animal holidays has been harnessed by activists across the world to drum up support and 

awareness for specific species and their particular predicaments. These events and celebrations take place 

throughout the year, and September is no different. From elephants to vultures, iguanas and fish, if you’re 

looking for something to spice up your days, we've selected our favorite animal holidays in September 2021. 
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Every September, the first 

Saturday is reserved for 

celebrating Vulture Awareness 

Day. They may not be beautiful, 

but they have been dubbed 

“gross-ly important” by National 

Geographic. Scavenger birds 

at heart, they actually help to 

prevent disease from spreading! 

Nevertheless, the 23 species 

alive today are under threat and 

facing extinction due to a lack of 

awareness about their vital role. 

These cold-blooded reptiles are 

large, tree-climbing lizards native 

to the Caribbean as well as Central 

and South America. They can live 

for over 20 years, love to swim, 

use their tail to protect themselves 

from enemies, and love basking in 

the sun. Their color is influenced 

by temperature, stress, breeding, 

or environment, but they can’t 

camouflage like Chameleons. 



The largest surviving land 

animals in the modern world, 

the failure of humans to protect 

this stunning creature is mind- 

boggling. Related to ancient 

mammoths, elephants still exist 

in parts of Africa and Asia and are 

considered a keystone species. 

They can live to 70 years old, 

carry their babies for 22 months, 

feel emotion deeply, and they 

“hug” using their trunks. 
— 

Wr Nel dobe 3 Stoc 

PETA introduced this special day 

< SEPTEMBER > fa back in 1997 to raise awareness 

| about the number of fish killed 
=O } and consumed each year (more 

oe ee | —_— than all other animals combined). 

; ance = wen §— it falls on the 4th Saturday of 
Fish Aninesty Pay: ae —— } September, the same date as 

Moe National Hunting and Fishing Day, 

Eee oe in the hope of reminding people 
| that fish also experience pain and 

suffer from the cruelty involved 

in fishing. 

_— 

—_ 7 

World Rabies Day tries to dispel 

rapes aces ee fake news about rabies, a disease 

that has been around since 

at least 2000 BC. The Global 

Alliance for Rabies Control 

(GARC) aims to promote the 

benefits of vaccinating animals 

against rabies, which they calla 

| “preventable disease”. Present 

in a variety of animals, including 

humans, dogs, skunks, and even 

bats, rabies causes almost 60,000 

“agonizing human deaths per year,” 

Sihebel146/AdobeStock particularly in rural Africa and Asia. 
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Kazakh Eagle 
Hunters 

The ancient art 

of eagle hunting, 

VVial(elalm arco el=t-lamle 

existence on the 

Central Asian Steppe, 

from Kyrgyzstan 

to Kazakhstan and 

Wile) alsXel ie mre)menelele 

years, was in danger of 

oh arcmelelemelalal arc lm ala) 

generation of Kazakhs 

recently decided to 

revive it. The hunting 

practice, so-called 

‘horse-riding eagle 

falconry, is unique 

elalemicm ele-(aa(acremiide 

trained Golden Eagles 

ol alm ale) asx) e}- (0) om ae) ag 

ancient times, eagle 

hunters (berkutchi) in 

dat=male)aar-lellomal=igel=ie 

olol(=1u(=som allem aal=m Kel (= 

of preserving and 

Stocking the furs of 

their eagles’ prey, 

e)cehVi(ellalcme lll ale) (= 

oifo)daliayomce)anaar= 

el=xe)e}(=melUlalalcamaal= 

winter seasons. 
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THE GAT 
ALAME BACK 
A MORE THAN MYTHICAL HISTORY 

Cats have been on the human scene for 9,000 years. We came out of the caves, 

and they were there with us. Ever since, cats have been immortalized in art. They 

have been painted in fresco, sculpted in stone, carved in wood, cast in silver, 

plated in gold, and warped in words. 

|| BY GERALD HAUSMAN 
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FELINES have been 
mummified, petrified, and in 

modern times, transmogrified 

into cells of film, newsprint, and 

popular literature. Cats have 

been morphed into stuffed 

toys and have strutted the 

world’s stage mewing of their 

magnificence. 

Our love of all 

things feline 

seems to have 

grown over the 

centuries; so 

much so that 

we ve given cats 

innumerable 

names— Katt, 

Kit, Mau, Maow, 

Pusa, Pascht, 

Puss, just to 

name a few. 

One might 

ask, why do 

cats have such 

grand cultural 

coverage? After 

all, we're talking 

about a small, 

unobtrusive 

animal with 

four legs anda 

slender tail. A 

little pet who 

got aboard the Ark by being an 

itch in a lion’s nose...but that’s 

another story. 

FELINE MYTHOLOGY AROUND THE 
WORLD 

Basically, it just doesn’t seem 

possible that so much mythos 

could be packed into so modest 

an animal. Yet such is the large 

truth of the small, domestic cat. 

Its mythology has increased 

its natural size to unnatural 

proportions. Let’s find out why. 

In Egypt some 5,000 years 

ago, the cat was a creature of 

duality. Lion-headed and moon- 

eyed, it was already a dualistic 

deity, already an animal whose 

aspect corresponded to lunar 

cycles of order and 

disorder, harmony 

and imbalance. Here 

was a graceful animal 

whose eye was a 

miniature moon, 

whose sense of 

balance was godlike 

and supreme. 

Iroquois myths from 

North America tell of 

Old Woman Moon 

and her companion, 

Bobcat. While she 

weaves a head 

strap, symbolic of 

the moon’s shape, 

Bobcat sits patiently 

beside her. Then, 

when she gets up to 

stir a pot of hominy 

on the fire, Bobcat 

pounces on Old 

Cat's Head, 30 BC to third Woman Moon's head 
century AD. Bronze, gold. strap, and unravels 

it. So, storytellers 

say the cat undoes the moon, 

forcing it to change from full to 

famished, once every month. 

The moon cycle and the human 

female cycle are closely related 

in this myth. 

In Incan cosmology of South 

America, there is an inner earth 

called the Moon House. Inside 

lives a great puma or cougar. 

Early Andean people viewed 

this creature as a sun lord who 

nibbled at the moon, causing it 

to go from full to crescent. It is 

interesting that the word puma 

in Quechua comes originally 
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In Egypt some 5,000 years ago, the 
cat was a creature of duality. 

Storytellers say the cat 
undoes the moon, forcing 

mcok@at-balxomeneeamacllmce 
famished, once every month. 

The bobcat features in Native American mythology and the folklore of European settlers. 



from Incan culture. The word 

cougar comes from the English 

adaptation of the Guarani word 

guacuara. Some Amerindian tribes 

believed that the great cat sits at 

the top of the heavens. Is this the 

same Leo that we see on a bright 

winter's night? 

A puma. 

The American Indian revered the 

big cat of the woods by calling it 

“Soft-Foot Brother.” As such the cat 

was celebrated in art, beadwork, 

weaving, and song. The tribal 

huntsman saw in the secretive cat 

an artful tracker, a clever seeker of 

prey. 

In European culture cats were also 

important in the early lore of earth- 

centered, tribal societies. Long 

before the Spanish Inquisition of 

the 14th century, cat cults thrived 

in France, Germany, and the British 

Isles. A thousand years after the 

death of Cleopatra, women of the 

Rhine met in secret groves and 

prayed to cats for fertility, love, and 

luck. 

In Scandinavia and Germany, Freya 

was the cat goddess from whom we 

inherited the word Friday. A team 

of whiskered cats drew Freya's 

chariot across the heavens. As 

goddess Freya spread the gospel 

of love in Italy and France 

and when twilight 

finally settled on 

the gods of old, 

Freya attended 

the funeral of 

Baldur, the cat 

god of youth. 

After the rites of 

deathly passage, 

Freya carried 

Baldur into Valhalla. 
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In Scotland cats have 

always been sacred. 

Fergus, the first king of Scotland, 

had Egyptian blood. The legend 

States that his family carried 

Egyptian cats to the Scottish 

Highlands. Fergus’ cat-bearing 

ancestor, Scota, conferred her 

name to that country. In addition, 

Scotland’s motto and crest still 

contain a Cat. 

The cat, in 

Scotland, was 

both animal 

and warrior. Men went into battle 

wearing cat masks and the crests 

of Clan Cattan. Legend says even 

the wails of the bagpipe were 

inspired by fighting cats. 

When the Romans first came to 

the Netherlands, they found a 

tribe of “Cat People’ living at the 

mouth of the Rhine. Their town 

Cat Vicense is on old maps, and in 

the 1950s was still called Katwyk 

or Cattown. 

MASTERS OF THE WEATHER 

In various parts of the world, from 

Great Britain to the Pacific Rim, 

in ancient and modern times, 

cats were believed to control the 

Freyja and her Cat-Drawn 
Chariot. Stuart Rankin 

weather. In the 19th century 

maritime insurance companies 

would not insure cargo without 

a cat-in-residence. 

In 17th century England, 

superstitious sailors put a 

tortoiseshell cat in an 

iron pot. There the 

cat was confined 

until the thunder 

stopped. The tale 

of the ship’s cat 

that saves the day is 

common. A very old 

legend indeed. World 

vocabulary is rife with sea 

coast cat magic. 

For example, 

remember the 

catboat? The 

catamaran 

that rights 

itself ina 

stormy 

sea 

is founded on the feline ability 

to land upright. In Italian, the 

term gatta marina refers to a 

boat that rights itself in rough 

surf. There is also the tackle, 

or pulleys, used to suspend the 

anchor to the so-called “cat’s 

head” of the ship. 



THE DARK SIDE OF CAT 
MYTHOLOGY 

With all of these 

reverential, 

cultural thoughts 

about cats, 

one must also 

acknowledge the 

dark side of their 

mythology. As creatures 

of duality —from the very 
a first wink of 
Es human cat- 
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fascination— 

there has been this 

not-so-cute, noir-side of 

cats. 

Saint Patrick, as we know, 

banned the cat from Ireland, 

but he was not the first to do 

this. During the Inquisition cats 

were anything but popular. In 

fact, they were burned along 

with witches. 

So what did cat fanciers do 

during the next 300 years? They 

re-created the cat, using their 

overactive imagination. 

Thus make-believe 

felines have 

many names— 

Kabouterje, Colfy, 

and Goblin being 

just a few. These 

are were-animals, 

changelings that 

have a sort of human 

and feline identity. In 

Black catand certain Nordic myths, a 
full moon. Goblin was a clever little man, 

who could also change into a 

cat. Arguably, not a cat at all 

but rather an ugly little person 

who lived in barns, water 

wells, gardens, and caves. Yes, 

the little humanoid troll cat 

also took residence in attics or 

lofts. 

Historically, the goblin still 

lives in literature and has 

oh-so-many names. The 

Dutch call the wily creature 

Kabouterje. The French, 

Gobelin. The Germans, Kobald. 

The Russians, Colfy. The Welsh, 

Coblyn. The English, Goblin. 
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BUT THE CAT CAME BACK 

Tamalaa(symealsmaclemnlastcme)maal> 

Tale[Ulkiiukelamerere)(-rom-lalemaal=mer-)e 

came back, as the old folksong 

Says; The real cat, that is. It was 

ale) aul aat=mie)enCle)e)llammaalsmcii-) ater 

TAM Kem (=tch\.-Pr-Valemalemcialelelie 
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was the Buttercat, Known as 

smierragatto. He watched over 

o)azy-le fan olU inn) om anli | @mr-]alemelalstocy=n 

Its favorite place to sleep was 

by the stove. In Finland, the 

buttercat lived in the rafters and 

o} celelcdajancxelolom ele @xem-limiviale 

showed respect. In return this 

Chullie-lar-lamer| mel (omaleleki-larelle 

chores. 

Keep in mind, this was a real 

i(oxalec)alem e)(elele mis) ila(sameleianie 

was imbued with the magical 

trappings of myth. When erecting 

mall Mm aleleiommcalom allalalcvamelenietsie 

always made sure to bring along 

a shovel of ashes—a gift for the 

buttercat. As everyone knows, 

cats like to leave their remains in 

ashes. 

WAVAaliKomtaY=m ee) alel=)e) me) mual=mexelele 

kitchen cat grew and spread 

da] ge)0}:4alelO im a0) ae) el-MaGrole)|iapmelala= 

a good-natured guy, turned 

short-tempered. There were thus 

many tales of the good buttercat 

versus the bad goblin. 

NINE LIVES 

In France the buttercat was 

known as matagot. This was 

the magical cat 

om avem\Vilelmaaree 

brought good luck 

to all who fed him. 

Oya aalom elslalianielr- 

0) m=) alar-la\vmlameal= 

northwest of France, 

dalcm elae)Vilelslalarel 

feline wasn't called 

o]U}un=)qer-)am o]0hana-)aal=) au anle)alca\.er-]m 

Nine-lived, this cat served nine 

owners at one time. 

The significance of good luck 

Tale maal=malelaalel=)aualialomicmarele 

Tatelcel=iahe-| Mam mal=m=y-lal(-imaalsalalele 

Ga)izecm com \lUlarclanvaatclem-lalemalcmerit 

Muezza. One day while Muezza 

slept on Muhammad’s sleeve, 

the prophet rose to leave, and 

rather than wake Muezza, he 

cut off his sleeve. After this he 

stroked Muezza three times 

down the length of his back. This 

myth explains why cats always 

Felateme)ameal=1ianc-l-1 mu ial-amaal=y 

fall—the result of Muhammad’s 

Original blessing. Mythologists 

also say that the story implies 

that three times three is nine— 

thus, nine lives. Muhammad’s 

severed sleeve became the gift of 

longevity to all cats. 

The long-lived, sacred cat is yet 

another universal myth. The 

Japanese temple cat, sometimes 

(or=)] | (Xe dalom dla ale) ale mer-] em al-kser- mel) a. 

spot—this is the obi, or tie of 

the kimono. Long ago such cats 

Vel a= 0) molUrs4 ahem omaale)ar-Kie-la (=e) ale 

deposited there for sake-keeping. 

Anatom dialeihmea-leliatelamaclainiaerccmia 

iF) oy-] aM a =}o4-] £0 | (=sso ©) mR Or- | OO) (0) ae) g 

features. 

Blue eyed female Japanese Bobtail. 

Muhammad's 

severed sleeve 

became the gift 
ro) ms Koyatexearai a's 
to all cats. 

In terms of breed, the prototypical 

kimono cat was the Japanese 

ole) e) t=) PMA al=lamaal=merclmacmee) (0) as 

were black, red, and white, the cat 

was good luck-- mi-ke, meaning 

dal q=rommee) (0) om lawl] ey-lalstiom ey-ianalalce 

sculpture, and luck charms, the mi- 

ke cat (a tortoiseshell) 

sits straight with its 

paw upraised ina 

generous gesture of 

goodwill. 

Talaahyasale)(ey:avar-laremla 

life, all things come to 

a close, but perhaps 

alelmncok-milalciamesier- |< 

we close here, we might take a last 

look at that most restful image— 

the sleeping cat. Like the earth, the 

feline’s graceful lines flow from the 

tip of its nose to the tip of Its tail. In 

sumi, Japanese wet brush paintings, 

the curled cat is a single line 

representing the circular sea, the 

colelatomanlele)apmaalsm=lalniaomelalliclacommla 

repose. 
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MP: When did we first become 

aware of the existence of the 

dodo? 

JM: ‘Dumb as the dodo is a saying 

which is famous worldwide, but 

actually the dodo only existed in 

Mauritius. Endemic to Mauritius, 

the dodo, Raphus cucullatus, 

became extinct in the late 17th 

century shortly after its existence 

was discovered and described. 

lt seems that it was first seen 

and reported by the Portuguese 

in 1507, who named it ‘Dodo’ 

as ‘doido’ means ‘stupid’ in 

Portuguese. However, the origin 

of the name is still debated by 

scientists. In any case, reported 

in the 16th century and extinct 

by the late 17th century, the 

existence of the live dodo was 

only known for about 100 years. 

It is one of the faunas which 

disappeared from the planet 

within a very short lapse of time, 

largely due to anthropogenic 

actions. For a long time it was 

thought that sailors hunted and 

ate them all. However, various 

causes led to the extinction of 

this bird. It is true that since 

the 16th century sailors and 

early settlers introduced other 

animals, including dogs, pigs, 

cats, rats, and crab-eating 

macaques to the islands, and it is 

more probable that the flightless 

birds and their nests on the 

ground became the prey of these 

animals than them being hunted 

by humans. Also their natural 

habitat was getting destroyed. 

Studies at Mare aux Songes show 

that they could also have died en 

masse due to natural calamities 

in earlier periods, even before 

the occupation of the island by 
man. 



MP: The dodo is often depicted 

in caricature form, but what did 

the strange bird look like? 

JM: Since its discovery in the 

16th century, the dodo has been 

described in different ways; 

for instance, in 1598 Admiral 

Jacob Van Neck, a Dutch sailor, 

described it as ‘larger than a 

swan having the body of an 

ostrich and feet of an eagle, 

while Sir Hamon I|’Estrange 

mentioned that ‘the dodo’s chest 

was covered in chestnut brown 

feathers’. Some Dutch sailors 

described the dodo as having 

quills on its sides and no wings. 

Such differing descriptions of the 

dodo by sailors led to a mythical 

reconstitution of the bird 

resulting in a fat, ugly, and dumb 

bird. It has been associated with 

the Casuary of India and some 

thought of it as being close to 

the turkey. 

Based on early accounts, 

sketches, and paintings of 

dodos, the bird’s image took on 

a phenomenal characteristic. It 

did not only become a symbol! 

for human induced extinction, 

but also a symbol of stupidity 

as well. In the 1600s, portraits 

of comical, squat birds became 

the standard for future classics 

such as Alice’s Adventures in 

Wonderland and even the 

21st century Ice Age animated 

movie. However, recent studies 

including scientific data reveal 

that the dodo was not as fat and 

dumb as it’s pictured in comic 

books and movies. 

Recent archival studies, 

especially in South Africa, have 

exposed more Dutch sailors, 

travelers, artists and naturalists’ 

accounts of the dodo and other 

extinct flora and fauna of the 

Mauritian soil as well as of other 

Mascarene islands. These vivid 

accounts and descriptions 

of the fauna, including that 

of Joris Laerle, have helped 

to reconstruct an artistic 

depiction of the dodo. A fleet 

under Admiral Wolphert 

Harmenszoon anchored 

in Mauritius in 1601 for a 

month, and on board was Joris 

Laerle, an artist of exceptional 

ability with the job to draw 

topographical lanafalls, 

Suitable areas for anchorage, 

natural history specimens, and 

any other items of interest 

in his journal. Laerle drew 

pictures of Mauritian birds, 

the only sketches made 

from real life observations 

and on Mauritian soil. Close 

examination of the Gelderland 

journal illustrations has 

provided better insight into 

some extinct birds’ external 

morphology. 

MP: When did a scientific 

interest in the dodo develop? 

JM: In the 19th century some 

interest started arising in the 

remains of the dodo and scholars 

Started publishing papers in 

scientific journals; resulting 

in some interest in Mauritian 

flora and fauna. In 1865, Harry 

Hagginson, an engineer setting 

up the railways, examined 

some of the bones recovered 

accidently while digging to lay 

railway tracks. He was joined by 

Georges Clark, a schoolteacher 

and amateur naturalist. The 

site was at Mare aux Songes, 

a marshy land on the south- 

eastern coast of the island 

where the remains of several of 

the extinct flora and fauna are 

preserved. Many of the dodo 

bones along with other fossil 

remains from this site were sent 

to several British museums, 

as Mauritius was at that time 

a British colony. (It gained 

independence in 1968.) 

A second more thorough 

excavation of Mare aux Songes 

was organized under the 

guidance of Theodor Sauzier in 

59 
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1879, where six new fossil 

bird species were described. 

In the early years of the 20th 

century, Paul Carié, whose 

family owned the estate 

where Mare aux Songes 

is located, sent more bird 

material to Paris and other 

very minor excavations 

took place up to the 1930s; 

however, no more new bird 

species were discovered. 

Located in the south-east of 

the island, a few miles south 

of the international airport, 

Mare aux Songes is a marshy 

land - much of which was 

reclaimed during the fight 

against malaria in the 1940s. 

Since the 19th century, 

the faunal remains of the 

dodo were transported 

to different parts of the 

world and have since 

been displayed in various 

museums across the globe 

including Paris, Oxford, 

Cambridge, London, York, 

MARE AUX SONGES IN MAURITIUS. THE FIRST 
DODO BONES WERE FOUND AT THE SITE IN 1865. 

Liverpool, Holland, Denmark, 

Prague, South Africa, New 

York, and many other 

places, including private 

collections. Remains have 

been discovered in caves, 

on the slopes of Le Pouce 

Mountain, and at different 

sites scattered all over the 

island. 

MP: The Natural History 

Museum of Mauritius 

displays a fine specimen 

of the bird. Are there any 

other full skeletons? 

JM: It seems that the unique 

and complete skeletal 

remains comprising all 

the bones from one single 

bird is housed only in the 

Natural History Museum of 

Mauritius. It was discovered 

by an amateur 

naturalist, Mr. 

Louis Etienne 

Thirioux, a 

Frenchman who 

came to Mauritius in 

1870 and spent his life 

searching for remains across 

the island. He excavated caves 

and boulderfield deposits 

around Le Pouce Mountain, 

and lava caves at Pailles, 

Roches Noires, and the Vallee 

des Prétres. Thirioux collected 

thousands of bird skeletal 

specimens. Among them was a 

complete skeleton of the dodo 

and he sold it to the Mauritius 

Institute, now the Natural 

History Museum, in Port 



scientists excavating at Mare au 2 ar, 

Songes. Kenneth Rijsdick, Dutch —, \3" ==> & 
ae 

|ee-UU Toya ve) Colca tcimr-bale (le (a areymi vals 
project, Anwar Janoo, Mauritian 

|g WC=Xoyaico) Corea t-jamr-bate MN pl eceyaM\y (ered aul 
doing fieldwork. Image courtesy 
of Jayshree Mungur-Medhi. 
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Louis, the capital. Thirioux also 

dispatched several remains 

along with those of other 

extinct fauna to different parts 

of the world. 

Indeed, scientific interest locomotion, and other plants. In 2005, a project 

in the dodo fluctuated in biological and physical researching human-induced 

scattered studies and in aspects of the bird. changes to the environment 

was initiated by a Dutch 

team who reinvestigated 

the fossil deposit of Mare 

the 20th century, different 

scholars from different 

parts of the world 

MP: Tell us about the Mare 

aux Songes project and the 

discovery of other fossils. 
studied the remains of aux Songes. Scientific 
the dodo and came JM: It can be said that it study of the dodo’s faunal 
up with different is only in the 21st century remains in situ commenced. 

interpretations when the focus shifted In June the following 
regarding its to study the dodo in its year, an interdisciplinary 

physiognomy, body environment along with team including 
mass, anatomy, other extinct animals and geologists, geophysicists, 

8. 

MIAS 2005-5 

Lodo, scheenbeen 
| ibiotarsus 

Shin bone of a dodo. Courtesy of Jayshree Mungur-Medhi. 
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palaeobotanists, 

palaeontologists, and 

geneticists began a major 

excavation. Research on this 

site continued for several 

years with excavations 

undertaken annually until 

2011. 

The Mare aux Songes site 

contains a high diversity of 

macrofossils, including seeds, 

branches, leaves, insects, 

Snails, and even fungi, and 

microfossils, including pollen, 

diatoms, and ostracods 

buried in a matrix of organic 

material. The remains from 

Mare aux Songes are dated 

back 4,000 years. The ecology 

was reconstituted based on 

the faunal and floral remains 

recovered from this site, 

which did not only consist of 

the dodo but also of the giant 

tortoise, parrot, pink pigeon, 

and others, all now extinct. 

Other cave deposits were 

discovered in 2007, 2008, and 

2009 at Plaine des Roches, 

Vieux Grand Port, La Prairie 

and Bois Cheri by Julian Hume, 

Anwar Janoo, and others. 

These discoveries led to the 

initiation of various scientific 

projects which are ongoing. 

In 2017, a team including 

Dutch palaeontologist Leon 

Claessens and Mauritian 

palaeontologist Anwar 

Janoo surveyed the slopes 

of mountains in Moka, in the 

central region of the island, 

and came across several 

fossil remains including dodo 

(Raphus cucullatus), Mauritian 

owl (Mascarenotussauzieri), 

blue pigeon (Alectroenas 

nitidissimis), and giant skink 

(Leiolopismamauritiana), 

together with Round Island 

skink (Leiolopismatelfairii) and 

extinct giant tortoise 

(Cylindraspis sp.) 

Again in 2017, 

the malacologist 

Owen Grifiths and 

palaeontologist < 

Julian Humes : 

identified one site 

which was in fact 

reported in the 19th 
a 

= * : 

century.Owenand  —& 

Julian excavated S e 

the site again in She 

2018 and 2019.It = © 
consists of Mare By ee 

if ebay Ae la Chaux, a marshy 

land in the western 

part of the island 

where the bones 

are highly fossilized. 

The bones are preserved in 

the calcareous deposit found 

in the soil in this area. Initial 

analysis of the faunal remains 

from this site push the remains 

Painting of a dodo head by 
Cornelis Saftleven from 1638, 

probably the latest original 
depiction of the species. 

PD Ve ‘eae We dy 
Ls : 

e ‘s iy ee 
‘ 

back to more than 12,000 

years. More analysis and 

dating are being undertaken 

to reconstruct the ecology of 

this part of the world. Mare 

la Chaux is also interesting 

for its geology as a 

calcareous deposit 

as such is not very 

common on the 

island apart from 

the coastal line. The 

remains of this site 

predate the fossil 

remains retrieved 

from any other 

sites until now in 

the Mascarenes. 

This site and the 

= 
ees 

ae remains will help 
ee to reconstitute 

ees the ecology of the 
xe 5 gyn et call 

early Holocene, a 

geological period 

not well studied for 

Mauritius. 

MP: What is the scientific 

value of the recent research 

on the dodo? 

JM: The recent and advanced 

research on the dodo has 
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helped to give a clearer and 

truer picture of the dodo 

along with the ecology. For 

instance, the bird’s brain 

proportions indicate it was not 

dumb at all, but intelligent, 

with large olfactory bulbs, 

suggesting a keen sense of 

smell for finding food. It had 

adapted to its cyclone prone 

environment. DNA studies 

reveal the dodo was a type of 

pigeon related to the extinct 

Rodrigues solitaire and the 

modern Southeast Asian 

Nicobar pigeon. 

Comprehensive research on 

the dodo in its environment 

leads to the reconstitution 

of the ecology of the island 

thousands of years ago. 

Scientists like Julian Hume, Leon 

Claessens, Andrew lwaniuk, Stig 

Walsh, Raffael Winkler, Agnes 

Angst, and others continue to 

study the dodo and with each 

study new data provides pieces 

to the puzzle of the true picture 

and life history of the enigmatic 

dodo. Research on most of the 

sites in Mauritius is ongoing, 

complimented by research 

conducted in other Mascarenes 

islands such as Reunion and 

Rodrigues, where the cousin of 

the dodo, the solitaire, and other 

associated fauna have been 

discovered. However, it seems 

that better preserved remains 

in larger quantity originate from 

Mauritius. 

MP: As a Mauritian, tell us 

about your personal experience 

in capturing the history of the 

elusive dodo. 

JM: As an archaeologist, | 

personally had the opportunity 

to participate in some of the 

fieldwork, including the most 

recent work in Mare la Chaux. 

Though it is interesting to 

highlight that most of the 

advanced scientific research 

on the dodo and the other 

associated flora and fauna is 

being undertaken in foreign 

countries by foreign scholars 

and very little information 

about the dodo is known by the 

general Mauritian public. The 

dodo and Sambur deer feature 

on our national coat of arms. 

We extend a heartfelt invitation 

to everyone to visit the dodo 

and other extinct species in the 

Natural History Museum and to 

learn about our heritage. = 
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LUCK OR MISFL 
HEDGEHOGS IN FOLKLORE AND TRADITION 

RTUNE? 
|| BY WU MINGREN 

he shy hedgehog does not feature 

a: prominently in mythology and 

folklore, but nevertheless certain 

cultures in Europe, Asia, and Africa 

where these creatures are indigenous, 

have incorporated the hedgehog into 

their traditions, with both positive and 

negative connotations. 

ANCIENT HEDGEHOGS 

In ancient Egyptian society, the 

hedgehog had a favorable reputation. 

The ancient Egyptians were familiar 

with two species of hedgehogs, namely 

Paraechinus aethiopicus, or the desert 

hedgehog, and Hemiechinus auratus, 

or the long-eared hedgehog. This is 

deduced from the way the Egyptians 

represented hedgehogs in amulets - 

the most common representation of 

hedgehogs in ancient Egypt. Images of 

hedgehogs can also be found in the art 

of some Old Kingdom tombs. In such 

scenes, the hedgehog is often either 

represented as an offering, or in hunting 

scenes. In some tombs in Saqqara 

and Giza, there are representations 

of ‘hedgehog ships’ as well. These 

are ships identifiable by the image of 

a hedgehog’s face on their hulls. An 

example of this ship, which is 
made of pottery, has been 

discovered at Tell Ibrahim 

Awad. 
i= 
© 

2 * * 

A It is not entirely clear 
= why the ancient 

2 Egyptians regarded the 
Ee hedgehog asa good 

Egyptian animal. One popular inter- 
amulet in the Los o a resattodot pretation is that the hedgehog 

was a symbol of rebirth, much like 

the better-known scarab beetle. 
Museum of Art. 

66 ~ 

This is plausible, as hedgehogs are 

known to retreat into their under- 

ground dens when food is scarce, and 

only reappear when food is available 

again. It is likely that when 

the ancient Egyptians 

observed this behavior : 

of the hedgehogs, a 

they thought that S 

the creature had = 
risen from the dead. re 

The ancient Egyptians’ ; 

admiration for the hedgehog A faience 
hedgehog 

was, however, not shared by other from Middle 

cultures, where it was traditionally Kingdom Egypt. 

regarded as a symbol of ill-fortune. 

In Mongolia, for example, 

it was traditionally 

believed that it is 

bad luck for a 

hedgehog 

to enter 



a person's home, perhaps because 

hedgehogs usually walk with their heads 

down, thus concealing their faces. 

in this accusation, though the eggs 

that were eaten by hedgehogs were 

often either cracked or damaged 
This was taken by the Mongolians to 

mean that the hedgehog is not an open 

and honest creature. Although the 

hedgehog was perceived negatively, 

the Mongolians also believed that this 

creature could be used to ward off the thought that hedgehogs were Wy 

“bad things”, and therefore they placed witches In disguise. Thus, there was eB 

the animal’s skin over the doorway. a desire to eradicate hedgehogs. a 
Although what these “bad things” were _—‘'"" 1566, a three pence bounty was >a 
is not specified, it may refer to snakes, placea-by the Engiish Parliament > 
as these are preyed upon by hedgehogs. 2" the head of each hedgehog that 

was caught and killed. The Church a * 

MEDIEVAL HEDGEHOGS also offered its own bounties for the | 

In Britain, the hedgehog had an even 1 PUBDERT ON HOCRO OSS: fc layers ” 

worse reputation. In the Irish language, 
hedgehog population in Britain is on 

for example, the hedgehog is known also 

¥ & 

WW 

the decline in both rural and urban 

as Grainneog, which translates as ‘little 
habitats, due to a range of factors; 

ugly thing’. During Medieval times, it or Se MESBENGR:|s ebely Ble werer 

was believed by farmers that hedgehogs 

CHARIOTS OF THE GODS: HORSES IN ANCIENT GREEK MYTH 

Which mythical horses could talk? __ 

already. Hedgehogs simply do not 

have the physical strength to crack 

eggshells. 

More malicious, perhaps, was 

from trapping or intentional harm. m 

were thieves who stole milk from their 

cows by sucking on them at night. In 

addition to milk, hedgehogs were 

thought to steal eggs 

as well. There is 

some basis 

of truth 
Which mythical horse could fly? 

What are the names of the four horses that draw 
Helios’ sun chariot from east to west every day? 

Vi avol Meola cM datsMalelii(sMe)m latcMcclel male) etme) calito 

by Ares, the god of war? 

Vi aveh my cehmtal-Malelis(-Melmtil-Mileiaatelactcmelalemidate, 

created him? 

SAAN \ hl What were the names of the horses owned 
ESS NN by Eos, goddess of the dawn? 

What were the names of Achilles’ 

= horses and who sired them? 

Which famous cruel king fed his horses 
human flesh and who captured them? 

dite Maitelual-vo talet-Vol-MolateMall(o(-\xo Mm uat-Me(el lel alcee 
of Leucippides the White Horse? 

Which god rode Hades’ chariot of four horses, named 
Alastor, Orphnaeus, Aethon, and Nycteus, out of the 

Underworld to bring Persephone back to her mother 
Demeter? 

Check your answers in the Recipe section of this issue! 
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IN the ancient world 
elephants were worshiped as 

divine symbols, harbingers of 

good luck, and the carriers 

of wisdom, but they were 

also deployed to intimidate 

opposing armies and as 

highly influential tools of 

diplomacy. Perhaps the 

most archetypal image of 

elephants in the Old World 

occurred around 331 BC 

when Alexander the Great’s 

army encountered war 

elephants as they swept 

westwards from Persia into 

India. Alexander defeated 

the Indian ruler Porus at the 

river Jhelum, in present-day 

Pakistan, who was Said to 

have controlled 100,000 war 

elephants in his army. 

Elephants are sometimes 

referred to as pachyderms 

(thick-skinned). About 

50 to 60 million years 

ago, Moeritheriums were 

the roots from which 

proboscideans 

six million years ago. In 

2009, a 200,000-year-old 

well-preserved skeleton of 

a giant prehistoric elephant 

was unearthed in Java. This 

creature stood around 13 

feet tall and weighed more 

than 10 tons. 

Adrienne Mayor's 2014 

book Animals in Warfare 

examines the military 

applications of animals in 

ancient warfare. In it Mayor 

explains that some creatures 

deployed against enemies 

“were involuntary zoological 

allies, such as herds of 

cattle and wasps, whose 

aggression leads them to 

attack human targets.” 

Throughout history, 

animals have been trained 

for specific purposes, for 

example dogs for sentry 

duty, mules and camels for 

carrying baggage, horses 

for cavalry mounts, and 

elephants for attacking. The 

oldest evidence 

(elephants’ of a trained 

ancestors) The oldest war elephant 

evolved. evidence of a comes from 
Moeritheriums trained war the Indus Valley 
were pig-sized elephant comes Civilization 

animals, with around 2000 

a pronounced from the Indus BC. Elephant 

upper lip 

resembling that 

Valley Civilization trainers, riders, 

and keepers around 2000 BC. 
of a tapir, that 

lived about 55 

million years ago. As these 

creatures evolved, their 

heads got smaller and their 

upper lips became longer 

and more flexible, until finally 

they became trunks. The 

divergence between African 

and Asian elephants from 

their common ancestors, 

mastodons and wooly 

mammoths, occurred about 

were called 

mahouts and 

they were responsible for 

capturing and handling 

the wild elephants, 

before training them to 

systematically charge and 

trample enemies. Mayor's 

book also addressed 

counter-strategies for 

defending against war 

elephant attacks, such as 

the use of pigs! 
71 



CONQUERING THE WORLD 
WITH WAR ELEPHANTS 

One of the first recorded battles 

using war elephants occurred in 

318 BC when Polyperchon, one 

of Alexander's generals, besieged 

Megalopolis (Peloponnesus) during 

the wars of the Diadochi with 60 

Asian elephants. Damis, 

a veteran of Alexander's One of the 
army, helped the besieged = fj rst recorded 
Megalopolitians to defend 

themselves against the 

ancient warfare as a countermeasure 

against war elephants and it is 

recorded that the Romans used wild 

boars in their fight against the war 

elephants of the Tarantines. Pliny the 

Elder noted that “elephants are scared 

by the smallest squeal of the hog” 

and Romans exploited squealing pigs 

(and rams) to repel the war 

elephants of Pyrrhus, the king 

of Epirus. Pyrrhus was asked 

by the people of the Greek 

battles using city of Tarentum in southern 

elephants and eventually war elephants Italy to help them in their war 

Polyperchon was defeated. occurred in 
Those elephants were 318 BC. 

subsequently taken by 

Cassander and transported, 

partly by sea, to other battlefields in 

Greece, on what is believed to have 

been the first elephant-transport sea 

vessels. 

War pigs, it has to be said, had it 

rough. The poor creatures were used in 

with the Roman Republic, 

and in 279 BC he invaded 

southern Italy with 26 armed, 

and armored, elephants. 

Pyrrhus hoped his tuskers 

would terrify the defending Romans, 

but he had not counted on the beasts 

panicking when the pigs were released 

among them. Instead of attacking, 

they bolted, trampling Pyrrhus’ own 

foot soldiers. 

Hannibal 
crossing the 
Alps on an 
elephant. 
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Hannibal famously invaded Italy in 218 BC having 
crossed the Alps from Gaul with an army of foot 

soldiers and North African forest elephants. 

In 266 BC, the writer Aelian 

reported that Antigonus II 

Gonatas siege of Megara 

was broken when the 

Megarians “doused some 

pigs with combustible pitch, 

crude oil or resin, set them 

alight, and drove them 

towards the enemy's massed 

war elephants.” He wrote 

that the elephants “bolted 

in terror from the flaming, 

squealing pigs, often killing 

great numbers of their 

own soldiers by trampling 

them to death.” The use of 

pigs as army weapons was 

developed over the next 

hundred years and in the 

first century BC Lucretius 

noted that “humans may 

have attempted to launch 

wild beasts, such as lions or 

Savage boars, against the 

enemy, but with catastrophic 

results.” The 
A one-tusked 

Alps from Gaul with an army 

of foot soldiers and North 

African forest elephants. 

This species was smaller 

than the Asian and African 

elephant. A one-tusked 

elephant named Surus 

became Hannibal’s personal 

mount and mobile viewing 

platform in the marshes of 

the Arno. In 209 BC Hannibal 

fought the Roman consul 

Marcellusa and his war 

elephants created havoc 

until the Romans managed 

to wound one, which set 

panic among the battle- 

pachyderms. 

Even further east, King 

Dutugamunu of the 

Anuradhapura Kingdom 

was the second-century BC 

ruler of Ceylon (today’s Sri 

Lanka) who defeated King 

Elara, his South 

Indian rival, to 
Greek word . a 

katapeltes elephant named ee 
Originally Surus b the entire island. 

ohrerert Fear urus becaIne It is written that oe | 

shield-piercer Hannibal's eroune the BTe 

(kata‘through’ personal mount 7 ie S 

alee and mobile elephant ‘light infantry . 7 p 

ield’ viewing platform __Kandula grew 
Shield’), and S 

eis was in the marshes up alongside the 

how the of the Arno. YOUN’ Proce 
first catapult and together the 

machines pair fought at 

were used at war. However, 

the catapult was optimized 

to carry flaming animals until 

it was ultimately replaced by 

powder and gunfire. 

The Carthaginian general 

Hannibal was one of the 

greatest military leaders in 

history. Hannibal famously 

invaded Italy from the north 

in 218 BC having crossed the 

the Siege of Vijitanagara in 

161, BC, 

ELEPHANTS OF MEDIEVAL 
MONARCHS 

When the Frankish King 

Charlemagne was crowned 

the first Holy Roman 

Emperor in 801 AD, he sent 

a Jewish trader named 

Isaac to the Persian Empire 

and Africa to procure an 

/3 
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elephant from Haroun-al- 

Raschid, the Abbasid Caliph 

who was immortalized in the 

stories of the Arabian Nights. 

The elephant was called Abdul- 

Abbas after the 

founder of the 

Abbasid empire 

and it was walked 

all the way to 

Charlemagne’s 

These enormous 

beasts were 

equipped with 
armored towers. 

King Henry III ruled England 

from 1207 to 1272 AD and he 

was fascinated with wild and 

exotic animals. Chroniclers 

recorded Emperor Frederick 

ll of the Holy 

Roman Empire 

sending the 

English king a 

camel, the king of 

Norway sending 

court at Aix- While bowmen hima polar bear 
la-Chapelle and France’s 

(today’s Aachen, rained poisoned King Louis IX 
Germany). arrows down sending an 

Charlemagne On enemies the African elephant. 

took Abdul- Historical and 

Abbas to war 

against the Danes 

in 804 AD but 

the animal was 

terrified and ran 

from the fighting. The death 

of Abul Abbas is generally 

associated with Lippeham, 

which is believed to have been 

located at the mouth of the 

Lippe River where it meets the 

Rhine near the city of Wesel. 

The claim dates at least as 

far back as 1735 when J. H. 

Nunning published a notice 

that “a colossal bone was 

unearthed from the area that 

was plausibly a part of the 

remains of the elephant 

Abul Abbas.” Then, in 

> Vea (@& 1750, another gigantic 

bone was found in 

— the Lippe River 

that was also 

claimed to 

\ae =e a piece 
SE of Abul 

Abbas. 

elephant took 
care of things at 
eround level. 

genealogical 

resources 

pertaining to 

the members of 

the Plantagenet 

dynasty of England and their 

descendants between 1154 

to 1485 AD say the African 

elephant “arrived at Whitsand, 

on the coast of England, in late 

November 1254 AD having 

been acquired by King Louis 

while crusading in Palestine.” 

A royal menagerie was 

established at the Tower of 

London for Henry’s acceptance 

of the elephant and the king 

wrote to the Sheriff of London: 

“We command that ye cause 

without delay, to be built at 

our Tower of London, one 

house of forty feet long and 

twenty feet deep, for our 

elephant.” It is written that in 

1258 AD, about three years 

after the elephant began its 

captivity in chilly and cramped 

quarters in the Tower of 

London, it died as a result of 

being given too much red wine 

to drink. 

According to historian Hudson 

T Benjamin, in his 1996 book 

The Prophecy of Berchan: Irish 

and Scottish Highkings in the 

early Middle Ages, Edgar or Etgar 
mac Mail Choluim (Probus the 

Valiant) was born in 1074 AD and 

served as King of Scotland from 

1097 AD until his death in 1107 

AD. Edgar famously gifted either 

a camel or an elephant to his 

fellow Gael Muircheartach Ua 

Briain, High King of Ireland, that 

historians say was presumably a 

souvenir of the First Crusade. 

ELEPHANT ARMOR 

Elephant armor sounds like a 

dark topic, but these already 

enormous beasts were equipped 

with armored towers for 

bowmen to shoot from. While 

they rained poisoned arrows 

down on enemies the elephant 

was taking care of things at 

ground level in what must have 

been utter carnage. Elephant 

swords, also called tusk swords, 

were developed in ancient India 

comprising a pair of massive 

heavy metallic blades specially 

designed to be attached to 

tusks, and the results need no 

description. 

With reference to the Elephant 

Sword, the fictional works of 

authors such as Tolkien become 

much more real, and infinitely 

more brutal. In his famous book 

The Lord of the Rings, Harad is 

described as an immense land 

south of Gondor and Mordor 

and its main port, Umbar, was 

the base of the Corsairs of 

Umbar whose ships served as 

the Dark Lord Sauron’s war fleet. 

The dark warriors, Haradrim or 

Southrons wore scarlet and gold, 

and were armed “with swords 

and round shields and some 

ride gigantic elephants called 

mumakil.” Just imagine. 



it was “sinful for people to pay ~ ££ 2 Public domain. 

to see an animal,” Kate Irish : oe 

OLD BET: THE FIRST ELEPHANT Collins, author of the 2013 book 
TO REACH THE UNITED STATES entitled Elephant named Old 

In the modern era, the first Bet not forgotten, explained 
elephant believed to be brought ——_‘ that most historians agree that 
to the United States was called Davis killed Old Bet out of sheer 

Old Bet, thought to have been jealousy. 
shipped aboard the America, 

which sailed from Calcutta for 

New York on December 3, 1795. 

The origins of Old Bet area 

subject of debate, but what is 

known for sure, according to the 

New York Times, is that on July 

24, 1816, Old Bet was shot by 

local farmer Daniel Davis while 

on tour near Alfred, Maine. 

Davis was later convicted of the 

atrocity. “Atrocity” is a more 

apt description than “crime” 

because it means “an extremely 

wicked or cruel act, typically 

one involving physical violence Old Hets memorial etatue 

or injury. While many people Although she was not a war 

monument to Old Bet in Somers, New York. 

In 1821 the Scudder's 

American Museum in New 

York announced that they had 

bought Old Bet’s hide and 

bones and would mount the 

famous American elephant’s 

remains at the museum. 

Then, in 1825, a statue was 

raised at the Elephant Hotel 

in Somers, New York. In 1922 

John L. Sullivan, a tuskless Asian 

elephant who performed in 

an American travelling circus, 

walked 53 miles with a wreath 

which was laid at the foot of 

and deserved her military 
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\ NE of the greatest 

JS mysteries is the origin 

of the human mind. Why 

are humans so different 

from other animals? Why 

do we have languages, 

religions, complex political 

and economic systems, and 

self-domestication may have 

played in the evolution of human 

cognition and particularly the 

evolution of human language. 

Scientists studying other species 

have noticed that anatomically 

modern humans differ from 

earlier pre-modern hominins 

advanced in ways similar to 

technologies Anatomically domesticated animals 
such as modern humans ulrrering from their 

airplanes = differ from earlier peseineuine 
on rockets, pre-modern SEXUAL DIMORPHISM 
speciesfor  MOminins in Domestication 

the most ways similar to involves making 

partdonot —_ domesticated uaeierand more 
have any of 

these things? 

Evolutionary 

biologists 

and 

paleoanthropologists are 

searching for the answer 

to this question. One 

very interesting recent 

finding is the role that 

animals differing 
from their wild 

ancestors. 

docile so that they 

can be more easily 

controlled by humans. 

This process results 

in traits such as 

smaller body size, reduced sexual 

dimorphism, and retention of 

juvenile features. They also tend 

to become less robust, with 

shorter faces and smaller teeth. 

One of the reasons for this is 

that more mature features in 

wild animals and larger body size 

tend to help them in aggressive 

activities such as competing for 

a mate or defending territory. 

Additionally, sexual dimorphism 

in many mammals, birds, 

and reptiles, at least, tends 

to occur because of greater 

competition between males. 

If a species becomes more 

docile and cooperative these 

traits no longer have a selective 

advantage. 

This morphological trend is seen 

clearly in many domesticated 

species. Dogs tend to be smaller 

and retain more juvenile 

features, such as floppy ears 

into adulthood, than wolves. 

Also, domestic bulls have slightly 

smaller bodies than their wild 

ancestors, the aurochs. Males 

and females of domestic cattle 

species are also closer to being 

the same size than they were 

in aurochs. Both dogs and 

// 



domestic cattle are 

also generally less lmlobeatabats In this way, humans 

aggressive than their (ij eyyerVaslen lect Pad nave pecome selr: 
wild ancestors. aoorescive domesticated. 

This Is the same vate maaleyas nea! 5 wae 
pattern that relole) elssech anys — 
scientists record WIN Another possible example 
when they look due to of self-domestication 
at pre-human some sort is that of the bonobo. 
ancestors. Hominins [iayatera\levelahtss Bonobos, like humans, 
such as Homo Habilis nressure have retained juvenile 

and Homo Erectus i 

are more robust 

from other hominins. 

features into adulthood, 

such as shorter faces 

(larger, thicker 

bones), have larger teeth, and 

faces that protrude more than 

modern Homo Sapiens. They also 

exhibit more sexual dimorphism. 

Traits such as anatomical 

juvenilization and reduced sexual 

dimorphism occur in domestic 

species 

because they 

are associated 

with a ad 

reduction in f 

aggression F 
- but why | 

would they 

be associated 

with 

anatomical 

and rounder craniums 

than common chimpanzees, the 

other species of chimpanzee that 

lives north of the Congo River, 

which separates the two chimp 

populations. Bonobos are also in 

general less aggressive and more 

cooperative and collaborative 

in acquiring 

food and 

females. One 

hypothesis for 

the behavioral 

differences 

between 

bonobos and 

common 

chimpanzees is 

that common 

an chimpanzees 
modernity in Lh P hej 

snare tneir 
humans? One babi th 

: abitat wit 
explanation T 

-- gorillas. 
is that over rs - € thi 

‘ ecause of this 
the course 

Homo habilis - forensic facial chimpanzees 
of human reconstruction/approximation d need to 
evolution, 

compete for 
humans 

became less aggressive and 

more cooperative due to some 

sort of selective pressure for 

more cooperation. This caused 

humans to begin to differ both 

behaviorally and cognitively 

/8 

territory - leading them to be 

more aggressive. 

Increased aggression over 

territory has also led to increased 

aggression when it comes to 

seeking mates. It seems that 

Parental love 
in a group of benobos. 

since common chimpanzees are 

already competing violently over 

territory, they naturally use the 

Same method to control access 

to females. Bonobos south of the 

Congo River do not share their 

territory with other ape species 

and thus do not have to be in as 

close quarters. This results in less 

need for aggression and more 

room for cooperation in finding 

food and acquiring females. 
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INCREASING COOPERATION AND 
COGNITIVE DIFFERENCES 

How could this increased 

cooperation, if it occurred in 

humans, have resulted in the vast 

cognitive differences between 

humans and other great apes? 

Scientists studying human 

evolution have found that there 

are at least two ways in which 

this process of self-domestication 

and increased cooperation could 

explain the extraordinary cognitive 

abilities of modern humans. 

The first one is language. In 

environments where there is 

plenty of competition - either 

within a species or between 

species for access to resources 

Gorillas have some 

98% of the same 

DNA as humans, | 
such as food or mates, there is 

Jo)bim stom AUe) Acre | | 
a selective pressure for certain 

differently. 
uses of sound and not others. 

As a result, the use of sound is 

very limited and is only used 

for purposes where there is a 

selective advantage for using 

sound, such as defending territory, 

finding a mate, or to express 

19 



an emotion. Sounds are all very 

specific and stereotyped for these 

purposes so that they are not 

at all ambiguous and all animals 

immediately recognize them and 

can differentiate them from other 

messages. 

Increased cooperation implies 

that selective pressure for the 

use of certain sounds abates and 

sounds can take on a greater 

variety of uses. This allows for 

sounds to be used more creatively 

and to exchange more kinds of 

information than orders (stay 

away) and individual desires (I 

want this food or that mate) or 

emotions (| am scared). Sound can 

be used for cooperative purposes 

such as to help a hunting group 

find escaping prey or to indicate to 

the group that an older individual 

is about to teach them something, 

such as how to make a tool. 

A mathematical pattern of 

movement called a Lévy walk 

describes the hunting behavior .__¥ 
: ; Ps _ , ie 4 

of many animals, including ~~ ~¥ 

sharks, birds, honeybees, and. ~— 

human hunter-gatherers. The 

javebalubatca@ orlaccouamsakvehyocd| 

series of short movements in 

one area and then a longer 

trek to another area ona 

discrete grid rather than ina 

continuous space. Research 

has shown that it is optimal / 

for searching for sparsely and 

randomly distributed targets. 
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The capacity for sound to be used 

for conveying different messages, 

such as communicating to the group 

something that will help them 

in their common goal, facilitates 

the evolution and development 

of language, as we understand it. 

This is not to say that common 

chimpanzees are incapable of 

learning language as great ape sign- 

language shows, but it does show 

why common chimpanzees had not 

previously come up with it on their 

own, without the aid of the more 

cooperative Homo Sapiens. 

The second area in which greater 

cooperation could have led to 

greater cognition is the skill of 

tool making. Cooperation alone 

would not necessarily lead to the 

development of the technical skills 

needed to make tools, such as spatial 

reasoning and the ability to form a 

blueprint in one’s mind of what the 



end-product should be, but it is 

necessary. 

Technical skills need to be taught 

and passed on to the next 

generation and this would be 

easier in a species that is able to 

cooperate. Without cooperation (jm 
Bi 

tool making traditions 

might be lost simply 

because transmission 

is poor due to a lack of 

communication between 

individuals and groups. 

A MULTI-FACETED MIND 

The cause of the emergence of 

the modern human mind is multi- 

faceted and probably cannot be 

narrowed down to one event or 

process. It likely arose due to a 

combination of factors that aligned 

at the right point in time to lead to 

human cognition. At least one of 

iW atemerctetsrsme)ana als 

emergence of the 
faatele(syaamalbbaatevalmaabearel 

Kom anledhatcleciceem 

these factors, however, 

appears to be that the 

first animal that man 

had domesticated was 

man himself. Humans 

over time became more 

cooperative allowing 

them to collaborate 

better in hunting, 

inventing tools, 

and eventually 

® developing 
~ language to pass 

on cultural 

traditions. m 

Chimpanzee 

. ona branch. 
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Strange beasts, mythological and real, graced the pages of ancient bestiaries. 

bestiary, or Bestarium 

vocabulum is a book of 

beasts. Rich, decorative images 

illuminated in gold and silver 

showcased a compendium of living 

animals and birds, 

rare and common, 

and mythological 

creatures, benign 

and dangerous. 

These illustrated 

volumes, popular 

throughout North 

Africa, the Middle 

East, and especially 

Europe during the 

12th century, not only contained 

observations on the natural world, 

but also imparted moral lessons to 

Medieval readers. 

and birds. 

According to David Badke’s The 

Medieval Bestiary, the Middle 

Ages was an intensely religious 

time, and it was believed in the 

Christian west that the animal 

kingdom and the natural world 

had been set down by God to 

provide instruction to humanity. 

In this view, humans were felt to 

be within nature, but apart from 

84 

Rich, decorative 

images illuminated 
in gold and silver 
showcased a 
compendium of 
living animals 

it. Badke notes, “Animals were 

said to have the characteristics 

they do not merely by accident; 

God created them with those 

characteristics to serve as 

examples for 

proper conduct 

and to reinforce 

the teachings of 

the Bible.” Thus, 

certain creatures 

represented certain 

ideals: the king of 

beasts, the lion, 

represented Jesus 

and his lordly 

position. The elephant was a 

model for human moral behavior 

and chastity, as it was believed to 

mate only once for procreation 

rather than pleasure. 

THE PHYSIOLOGUS, ANIMALS 
ORDERED BY WILD TRAITS 

These compendiums were 

influenced by the original 

manuscript dated to between the 

second and fourth centuries AD. 

The Physiologus text (meaning 

"The Natural Historian” or 

“Naturalist") was written by an 

unknown 

author in 

the original 

Greek. It was 

translated into 

Latin around 

700 AD and 

then into 

many different 

languages 

across Europe 

and the 

Middle East. 

This opened 

up these 

regions to 

Strange and 

Surprising 

European 

beasts and 

legendary 

creatures, as 

well as the 

moral lessons 

and meaning of the animals 

within. 

Public domain. 

The ancient text, believed to 

have been written in Alexandria, 

contained approximately 40 

animals native to northern Africa, 



as well as their imagined traits and 

habits. Each animal was associated esas tetiicad the 

with a symbolic and moralizing mm 

interpretation. The Physiologus is | 7 Si abe liat-vem(ocimuatia vale 

Said to be one of the most widely i ebabeaatell |ebarexeloyen phalemedals 

distributed and copied books of the natural world had been set 
time, after the Christian Bible. Indeed, 

fs 

Medieval ecclesiastical art and ; down by God to provide 

literature was heavily shaped by the | es calcjnne cera (e)amce, jalebeat-vaviays 

symbolism of the animals and these 

interpretations survived in Europe for 

over a thousand years. 

A COPY OF A REPRODUCTION OF A ie Domain 
ijumina

ted be 

TRANSLATION ae 

Many bestiaries were made based on tire 

the translated information 

found 

Whal 
vetovep 111 all 

- depicted 

Dragons were believed to be the natural 
enemy of the elephant, who was deemed 

the model for human morality. 

in the Physiologus, but additional 

interpretations were added. 

These later manuscripts were not 

exclusively religious, but a description 

of the world as it was known at the 

time. 
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Thus, an Icelandic bestiary included 

local fauna—fewer elephants and more 

birds and seals—so as to impart a 

more relevant message and important 

moralization to people of the area. In 

particular, the notable inclusions of the 

whale and the mythical Siren represented 

the northern tundra environment. It is 

believed translators writing far-flung 

bestiaries excluded certain animals 

because they’d never seen or heard of the 

strange foreign beasts, and were confused 

about the source entries. However, these 

were uncomfortable edits to make, as it 

was seen as challenging or disbelieving 

the word of the Church and God. 

FANTASTIC BEASTS AS SYMBOLS OF GOOD 
AND EVIL 

Each animal, real or imagined, imparted 

a lesson through the language of 

symbolism. While painted as dangerous, 

most of the animals represented both 

good and evil, and 

were possessed 

On the other hand, antelopes, or antalops, 

had long horns which they used to cut down 

trees. If they became tangled in branches, 

these animals would scream and bellow to 

be set free, and would become easy prey for 

hunters who were alerted by the noise. 

The whale - or turtle-like aspidochelone was 

a huge sea monster. Since its back was huge 

and craggy, and covered with greenery, it 

was often mistaken for an island in the sea. 

It was believed to lure sailors to land on its 

back, and then would purposefully pull them 

under the water to their deaths. According 

to bestiaries, aspidochelone represented 

Satan, who deceives those whom he seeks 

to devour. 

Mt DUTE AG aut 
§ offic hatur-Aunpsha ean gee 

1H oy Da — etek jen f sateen 

et. Somdatli-p ee &.29 Fumnaleay. 

Each animal, of both traits. The 
real or imagined, lion, for example 

imparted a 
lesson through 
the language of 
symbolism. 

was king of the 

beasts (and directly 

connected to Jesus 

in an allegory that 

is repeated to this 

day). Lions were 

Said to sweep away 

their tracks with their tufted tails, to sleep 

with their eyes open, and to be afraid of 

white cockerels. 

The elephant, the most popular beast in au “ ne mega mare : 

bestiaries, was believed to be a chaste Wily bes aa} ns ee 

creature, to copulate modestly, back-to- US] gS % ay mR Pree A yor font fly : 
back, thus satisfying the Medieval ideal BY ateye Bey ey ; oC 

that sex in marriage was purely for the 

purpose of reproduction. The elephant 

was Said to have no joints in its knees and 

was usually depicted with a howdah or 

tower on its back. 

The Aspidochelone lures hapless mariners to land on 
its back. Danish Bestiary, c. 1633. Public domain. 

The boar was considered the most savage 

The mythical griffin had the wings and of all animals (and that’s something, as the 

head of an eagle, the body of a lion, and dragon was seen as a dangerous, deadly 
was Said to violently attack and kill horses. foe). 



Medieval Bestiary 
from British Library. 

DA. 4.0 

Y= 

CB 

The boar was associated with the 

Antichrist, and was seen as capable 

of killing hunters with its formidable 

tusks; furthermore, it personified the 

Cardinal sin of Lust, in polar opposition 

to the virtue of Chastity. In this 

symbolism, the boar was lecherous 

and gluttonous beyond measure, 

capable of feeding on its own young, 

human corpses, and small children. 

For all of that, the boar was believed 

to personify strength and bravery, as it 

was both powerful and fearless. 

Ray Oaks /'C 

‘a a 

i 
rw 

Harley 4751 

Dragons were believed to be the 

natural enemy of the elephant, 

and would dispatch them without 

compunction. The dangerous serpents 

had their power in their lashing tails, 

and not so much their teeth or breath. 

A dragon would coil around its prey 

and suffocate it. Said to originate in 

India and Ethiopia, it was believed 

dragons feared the Peridexion tree, 

which would harm them with its 

shadow. According to bestiaries, 

dragons could not tolerate the roar of a 

panther, and would run and hide at the 

sound. 

7) lity, _ 4 ipa 

LT 

Bestiaries remain beautiful, ancient 

works of art and literature showcasing 

the beliefs and fears of Medieval 

people and their view of the natural 

world. They also convey the richness 

and importance of cultural myths, 

as the wild animals and strange, 

imaginary beasts found in the aged ie me > Pye» PF | oe 

pages are still widely known and LS 

referenced today in popular culture. = Wild boars from the Aberdeen Bestiary. Public domain. 
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Saint Guinefort is perhaps one 

of the most unusual saints in 

Christianity. This unique 13th 

century saint was a greyhound! 

Following his brave protection of a ~ 

baby, which culminated in his death; 

and reports of miracles occurring 

at his grave site, Guinefort was 

declared a “saint for the protection ~ 

of infants.” 

St. Guinefort’s story is included 

in a piece of work known as De 

Supersticione, which was written by ~~~ 

Stephen de Bourbon, a Medieval 

historian and inquisitor who lived 

during the 13th century. The author 

records that he came across the 

story of St. Guinefort while he was 

in Lyon, France. During his time, 

he heard many women confess 

to carrying their children to St. 

Guinefort, and he decided to inquire 

further into the matter. 

De Bourbon found that St. Guinefort 

was a greyhound belonging to a 

certain lord of a castle. The lord had 

a wife and a baby son. One day, the 

lord, his wife, and the baby’s nurse 

left their home, leaving the baby in 

his cradle. While they were away, a 

snake — a traditional symbol of evil 

at that time — entered the home, 

and made its way towards the child. 

Guinefort, who was left with the 

baby, saw the serpent and attacked 

it. After a fight, the greyhound 

succeeded in killing the snake, 

and threw it away from the cradle. 

The snake’s blood, however, was 

Smeared on the cradle, as well as on 

the dog’s mouth and head. 

When the nurse came back, she 

saw the bloody mess. Thinking that 

Guinefort had killed and devoured 

the baby, she let out a loud cry, 

which alerted the child’s mother. 

When she saw the scene in the 

room, she too screamed, which 

brought her husband. The lord drew 

his sword, and killed the dog. 

However, when the three 

approached the cradle, they saw 

that the child was unharmed and 

sound asleep. They also saw the 

body of the snake that was killed by 

Guinefort. Ashamed by what they 

had done to the faithful dog, they 

put his body into a well in front of 

the castle gate, placed a large heap 

of stones over it, and planted some 

trees nearby as a memorial. 

When the local peasants heard 

of the dog’s story they began to 

visit the place, venerating the dog 

as a Martyr in hope that it would 

intercede on their behalf. Many 

reported miracles occurring at the 

site of his grave, and eventually 

locals declared the dog a saint for 

the protection of infants. Although 

St. Guinefort has never been 

recognized by the Catholic Church, - 

the holy dog’s faithful followers paid 

homage to him all the way into the 

20th century. 
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Djemila, 
Algeria 

Cuicul in eastern 

Algeria was founded in 

low -ND EM o)Vmualom nce) parla 

Emperor Nerva. An 

arch celebrating 

saa) °l=1 a0) am @r-)a-[er-]1t-Pmal is 

aaleldal-lamielitcmByelaalaree 

and his deceased 

father Septimius 

Severus was erected 

in 216 AD. Cuicul was 

conquered during 

the Arab invasion in 

the seventh century 

when it was renamed 

D)(Taalitepmaal=clalials 

‘beautiful’. In 1839, 

moaeliar-lalem aliile) elomecvele 

(0) i Cl atoa Mele) cea calli 9) ey= 

(0) i wal ersPe ee) palaat-larersve 

a military expedition 

and came across the 

aUilatsme)maalsm-lavel(-lane 

town. He planned to 

take the triumphal 

arch back to Paris but 

of =re mi ale)a a \arianel et 

and for years the 

site was forgotten. 
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Searching for California’s Lost Viking Ship 
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According to local lore, agreat ship ts 

_ stranded in. 

BACK in the days when much of 
the map was still blank, explorers 

would follow any waterway in 

the hopes of finding the next 

great passage. Yet some rivers 

can be deceiving, especially those 

in the volatile region west of the 

Rocky Mountains. According to 

local lore, a great ship is stranded 

in California’s Salton Sea Basin on 

the edge of the Sonoran Desert. 

Despite having no concrete proof 

that such a ship actually exists, 

there is a great deal of debate 

over its possible origins. 

Some say it is a Spanish 

galleon that was searching 

for an alternative way 

around “California Island” (a 

common misconception in 

the 16th century). This ship 

would naturally be filled with 

treasure. Others claim that the 

ship belonged to early Viking 

explorers who managed to 
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navigate a Medieval Northwest 

Passage, and come down the 

western coast of North America 

before being stranded. The only 

way we will ever know for certain 

is to find the ship. 

RUMORS OF A STRANDED VIKING 
SHIP 

Rumors about a desert ship 

have circulated for years. For 

this particular ship, the most 

concrete verification of those 

rumors came in 1933. Local 

librarian and nature enthusiast 

Myrtle Botts was out hiking in 

the Anza-Borrego desert with 

her husband. It was early March 

and the desert was alive with 

the vibrant colors of wildflower 

blooms. They set up camp 

near Agua Caliente and were 

greeted by a passing prospector. 

The man had not struck gold 

but he claimed to have found 

ria’s Salton Sea Ba 
* 

of 

View of the Salton Sea past the desert in California. 

a ship which was lodged into 

the rocky face of Canebrake 

Canyon. Allegedly the wooden 

vessel sported the carving of a 

serpentine figure on its prow. He 

also noticed some impressions 

on the sides where shields would 

have been attached. In summary, 

he believed he had found a 

Viking ship. 

Allegedly the 
wooden vessel 

sported the carving 
of a serpentine 

figure on its prow. 
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~The Canyon collapsed and the ship was buried 

The Botts went to see if the 

prospector’s tale was true, and 

sure enough they saw what 

appeared to be the stern of a 

ship. However, it was too high 

up the canyon and the Botts did 

not have the necessary means 

for such a rugged hike. So they 

left and decided to come back 

in a few days. Unfortunately, 

that very day, a 6.4 magnitude 

earthquake struck Southern 

California. The Canyon collapsed 

and the ship was buried in the 

rubble. 

There are many places to cast 

doubt on the Botts’ story. Most 

notably, how would a ship get 

Timeitep mth Ce 

into the middle of the desert? 

There are several possible 

explanations, but one with 

some plausibility claims there 

was a large tide from the Gulf 

of California which collided with 

an exceptionally heavy runoff 

from the Colorado River at the 

delta. This abundance of water 

produced a flood which broke 

through the land barrier to the 

Salton Sea. The flood may have 

carried the ship into the Salton 

Sea basin and when the water 

retreated the ship was left 

stranded in the desert. 

This sequence of events is not 

as improbable as it may seem. 

The Salton Sea Basin, which 

sits 270 feet below sea level, 

appears to have been a 

naturally made receptacle for 

floodwaters. This would have 

also contributed to the notion 

that California was an island. 

One of the leading experts on 

the desert ship is John Grasson, 

a self-declared “explorer of 

legends and lore’. Grasson and 

the lost desert ship have been 

featured on two shows on the 

Science Channel, Mysteries of 

the Missing and Unexplained 

and Unexplored, as well as the 

Travel Channel’s Legend Hunter 

and America Unearthed. 
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FOREIGNERS ROAMING THE LANDS 

Some contend that the people 

who thought they saw a ship 

just saw a mirage caused by the 

desert heat. However Grasson 

maintains that there is genuine 

evidence of foreigners roaming 

these lands centuries before 

history would suggest. As one 

example, he cites a 1939 book 

by Dane Coolidge called The Last 

of the Seris, which is devoted to 

the Native Americans who lived 

around the Gulf of California. 

Coolidge relates a legend of 

the Seri people: “Came From 

Afar Men—the strange whalers 

who cooked whale meat in an 

enormous iron pot, ate it and 

drank the oil.” This is, according 

to Coolidge, “a record of the old 

Norsemen who visited the west 

coast of Mexico long before the 

Spanish came.” 

Grasson does not claim to 

know for certain whether it is a 

Viking ship or a Spanish galleon 

stranded out in the desert, 

but he is adamant that there is 

indeed a ship somewhere out 

there. He does reject some of the 

wilder claims about the desert 

ship however. For instance, 

he doubts it belonged to King 

Solomon or one of the lost tribes 

of Israel. 

‘Vikings Heading for Land’ (1873) by Frank Dicksee 
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caused by the 

desert heat. 

Yet he also rejects some ideas 

that seem probable as well. In 

a guide to California published 

during the Great Depression by the 

Works Progress Administration, 

author Kane Springs writes about 

a ‘shipwreck’ on the edge of the 

Salton Sea, saying that there was 

“a boat built in 1862 by a Colorado 

River mining company, transported 

part way across the desert by 

ox team, and then abandoned 

because of the difficulty of the 

journey from San Gorgonio Pass to 

the Colorado River.” After a century 

of weathering in the desert, the 

vessel would come to resemble 

something more ancient. Yet 

Grasson doubts that this story has 

anything to do with the lost ship of 

the desert. 

So the search continues, and 

the legend of the lost ship of the 

desert has neither been completely 

proven nor disproven — at least 

until more evidence is found. = 
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3,000-Year-Old 
Mechanical Dog at the MET 

WHILE we’ve all heard about 
the ancient Egyptian fondness of 

cats, they were dog lovers too! 

In ancient Egypt, dogs were used 

as pets, companions, for hunting, 

and as guards, and they were 

frequently depicted in Egyptian 

artwork. There is even evidence 

of dog burials, mostly as company 

for their masters, and killing a dog 

who was collared was a capital 

crime. 

Not surprisingly, the Egyptians 

named their dogs as 

people do today, and 

they even inscribed 

these names on leather 

collars. There was also 

a long tradition of dog 

mummification. It’s 

even been said that the 

ancient Egyptians were 

“obsessed” with their 

dogs, with the mummification of 

millions of dogs and dog sacrifices 

provided as examples of this fatal 

attraction. 

The ancient Egyptians are often 

credited with the domestication 

of the dog, and there are several 

breeds which experts agree 

Originated in the area, including 

the Saluki, the Basenji, Ibizan 

98 

The mechanical 
dog is a fantastic 
example of the 
attention to detail 
of craftspeople in 
ancient Egypt. 

|| BY CECILIA BOGAARD 

Hound, Pharaoh Hound, Baladi 

Street Dog, and the Egyptian 

Sheepdog. Known as /wiw in 

ancient Egypt, scholars say that 

people expressed their grief over 

the death of a family dog in the 

Same way as they did for the death 

of humans, with family members 

shaving their whole bodies, 

including their eyebrows. 

The MET Museum in New York 

is currently home to an ancient 

Egyptian mechanical dog. Dating 

back to about 1390 

BC to 1353 BC, the 

mechanical hunting 

dog depicted in 

elephant ivory is 

just over seven 

inches long. 

Whether it was a 

toy or some kind 

of votive offering, 

we'll never know. Experts have 

concluded, however, that it was 

created in the New Kingdom, while 

Amenhotep III was in power. This 

was a time of wealth and stability 

in Egypt and is remembered as 

the pinnacle for Egyptian art and 

power, and the mechanical dog is a 

fantastic example of the attention 

to detail of craftspeople in ancient 

Egypt. 

The mechanical dog artifact has 

captured a dog in motion in a truly 

lifelike manner. Controlled by a lever 

hidden beneath the dog’s chest to 

create the action of barking, when 

manipulated the mechanical dog 

opens its mouth to reveal a red 

tongue and two teeth. There are 

holes in the artifact through which 

a type of thong was tied. The MET 

claims that this artifact was probably 

a “magical object” when it was first 

made. The object is on view at the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New 

York within Gallery 119, a space 

which features objects from the 

reign of Amenhotep III.m 

Photos: Mechanical Dog. Public Domain. 
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Where Did I Come From? 

Where In The World 

Is My Family From? 

How Did We Get There? 

Find out by unlocking the treasure trove of 
information stored in your DNA. The Ancient 

Origins DNA test answers these and more of 

life's most important family-history questions, 

using the very latest technology and unique 
algorithms offered nowhere else. 

The GPS Origins DNA test is the most 
accurate genetically personalized test, analyzing 
hundreds of thousands of markers, 41 gene 
pools and over 1,000 reference populations. 
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Alicia is a researcher, 

editor, and writer 

with Ancient Origins 

She’s a lifelong 

learner and has 

worked in education, 

tourism, and anthro- 

pology. Traveling 

throughout Bolivia, 

Peru, Co 

and Ecuador, Alicia 

lombia, 

has increased her 

knowledge of Pre- 

Colombian sites as 

well as life in modern 

Andean cultures. 
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Testaroli is one 

of the earliest 

recorded pastas. 

This simple but 

tasty dish has 

been traced 

back to the 

ancient Etruscan 

civilization which 

lived between 

the Tiber and 

Arno rivers west 

and south of 

the Apennines 

in Italy between 

800 BC to 390 

BC. 

The Romans 

considered the 

Etruscans heavy 

drinkers who were obsessed with 

feasting and having a good time; 

however, this culture was particularly 



talented in the culinary realm, 

with many of their techniques and 

recipes faithfully passed down 

through the millennia. 

The rich soil, proximity to the 

sea, and temperatures of the 

land inhabited by the Etruscans 

provided them with ideal 

cultivation conditions. Etruscan 

orchards brimmed with a variety 

of delicious fruits including apples, 

melons, and berries, as well as 

an abundance of olives. Their 

fields were filled with grains, 

such as spelt and barley, and 

they grew numerous herbs and 

vegetables, such as fennel, basil, 

mint, garlic, peas, and onions. 

All of this produce accompanied 

their rich variety of fish and meat 

dishes. Although the Romans may 

have been reluctant to admit it, 

they learned a lot from Etruscan 

culinary traditions — including the 

|Ehameksversbameciechaelce 

art and delicious results of pasta 

making. 

Today testaroli could be 

considered a comfort food with 

humble origins. It starts with a 

simple flour and water batter that’s 

traditionally thinly spread across a 

special terra cotta cooking surface 

called a testo. 

We don’t all have access toa 

testo at home, so a common 

substitution for cooking testaroli 

is to use a Cast iron skillet. To 

make testaroli, the batter is 

poured out in batches on the hot 

cooking surface and then cut into 

diamonds, before being plunged 

into hot water. The ingredients and 

methods used to create testaroli 

are simple and often familiar to 

a modern chef. But that doesn’t 

mean that testaroli is bland 

or boring — in fact, it is a great 

beginning for a tasty, filling meal! 

Traditionally, testaroli will be 

served in Tuscany with basil 

pesto or a drizzle of olive oil and 

a topping of pecorino cheese. 

However, the Etruscans had a 

variety of herbs and cheeses 

available, so you can follow the 

lead of many great chefs and see 

which toppings you prefer with 

your testaroli. Two delicious herb 

and cheese combinations that | 

enjoy with my testaroli are basil 

with pecorino cheese and mint and 

feta. Other herbs that work well 

and were available to the ancient 

Etruscans are thyme, rosemary, 

and parsley. 

No matter which toppings you add 

to your testaroli, this is definitely 

one of the more unique yet simple 

pastas you may encounter — so It Is 

absolutely worth a try! 
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Ingredients: 
(Makes 2-3 servings) 

2 Cups Flour (Spelt, if possible) 

3 Cups Water 

Olive Oil, for frying and serving 

% Cup Fresh Basil 

2-3 Cloves Garlic 

% Cup Pecorino Cheese, grated 

Notes 
e All-purpose flour is fine to use if 

you don't have spelt flour. 

e If you don't have a cast iron skillet, you could 
try using a good flat skillet or a crepe maker. 

e For smaller skillets, you may want to use only % cup of 
the batter for each batch, to keep the testaroli discs thin. 

Heat the cast iron skillet at a medium temperature 

until it is thoroughly hot — this may take up to 10 

minutes, depending on the size of your skillet. 

Mix the flour and water well to create a batter. 

Pour a tablespoon of olive oil onto the skillet and 

swirl it around to coat the pan. 

Pour % cup of the batter into the middle of the 

skillet and swirl it or spread it around to cover the 

majority of the bottom of the pan. The idea is to 

make a sheet of batter which is no thicker than a 

crepe. 

Cook the batter for four minutes on one side then 

use a thin metal spatula to carefully turn your 

testaroli disc over. Once it is turned over, cook it 

for one more minute. 

Remove the testaroli disc and allow it to sit until 

you are ready to cut it. 

Use a knife or pizza cutter to cut the testaroli disc 

into medium-sized diamond shapes. 

Finely chop the basil and garlic and grate the 

pecorino cheese. 

Bring a small pot of water to a boil. 

Place the testaroli into the water and let it boil 

for 1-2 minutes. 

Hobs aat-}.<omanle)a=me) an (ime) mu al-manlpauelaom ele merle 
change the measurements, just be sure to 
use two parts flour and three parts water. 

Each side of a fried testaroli will have 
a different texture. One side might be 
cratered a little while the other side will 
likely be flatter, almost like a tortilla. 

Biomx-dalacomdalsyamagce)alalcmualom ele)i (are 
testaroli pieces to avoid tearing them. 
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she transformed hersélf into a mare 

“to escape the unwanted attentions of 
| Poseidon, who promptly turned himself 

e Carefully remove the testaroli with a slotted spoon 4 into a stallion, and Xanthus, Achilles’ 
and let it drain. a o} at= War horse, Was given the 8ift to talk 

| by Hera ‘when she prophesized Achilles’ 
e Top the testaroli with the basil, cheese, and a drizzle pie Pe pending death. 

of olive oil. 

Pegasus, another of Poseidon’s offspring, 
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Perseus slayed her. 
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Lampus (Firebright) and Phaeton 
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Balius and Xanthus were sired by the 

West Wind Zephryos. Zeus’ chariot was 

drawn by the four winds, transformed 

into horses: Boreas the North-Wind, 

Zephryos the West, Notos the South, 

and Euros the East Wind. Nike was Zeus’ 

charioteer. 

Diomedes, King of Thrace - the horses 

were captured by Hercules, who fed 
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brothers of Helen of Sparta, but the 

women were promised to their cousins, 

Lynceus and ldas. In a battle three 

cousins died but Castor requested Zeus 
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Hermes rode Hades’ chariot and 

returned Persephone to Demeter. 
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